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Agenda for the 2021 Annual General Meeting

1. Opening Words

2. Confirmation of Quorum

3. Agenda Review

4. November Minute Review

5. Role Call of Remembrance

6. Nominating Committee

7. Thanks to Outgoing Board Members

8. Committee Reports

9. Mission Vision

10. Celebration Garden

11. Budget

12. Thanks to the Congregation

13. Closing Words

14. Motion to Adjourn
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Minutes of the Nov 2020Annual General Meeting

1. Opening Words

2. Confirmation of Quorum
2.a. Kristin Jimmy confirmed we have

quorum at 37 members.
2.b. A short Zoom video lesson on raising

hands was provided. All attendees
were reminded that only congregation
members may vote.

3. Approval of Agenda
3.a. Motioned by the board
3.b. All members in favour
3.c. Agenda approved

4. Approval of Minutes from June 2020
4.a. Moved by Paula Keirstead to accept

the June 2020 AGM minutes as
amended

4.b. Seconded by Laurie Marcella
4.c. All members in favour
4.d. Minutes approved

5. Acceptance of Financial Documents
5.a. Peter Miller’s comments as Treasurer:

the financial statements are in order
according to Scarrow and Donald.
Thank you to the Endowment and
Finance teams for their work.

5.b. Motioned by Janet Toews to accept
the financial statements from July 1,
2019 to June 30, 2020 as prepared by
the accounting firm Scarrow and
Donald.

5.c. Seconded by Craig Edwards
5.d. All members in favour
5.e. Financial documents approved

6. Update on Mission and Vision Process
6.a. The Mission and Vision team has

collected input from congregants and
friends via email and labs led by
Linda Thomson of the CUC. The long
form version is posted with the
material for this meeting on the
church website. The short form
mission is in progress and more input
is welcomed. More Zoom labs will be
held in 2021.

6.b. Comments and suggestions can be
sent to vision@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca

7. Closing Words

8. Motion to Adjourn
8.a. Motion approved
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Minister’s Report
ReverendMeghann Robern

The last year has been a challenging and
exhausting time for all of us as we’ve faced
the uncertainties, the fear, and the dramatic
changes to our lives that have come with this
pandemic. I appreciate your support of our
shared ministries through these times, your
commitment to the well being of one another
and this congregation, and your patience as
we have learned together how to thrive as
individuals and a congregation.

My job as your minister is outlined in nine
professional expectations, which I have
strived to meet as follows:

LeadsWorship
We have learned new ways of doing
everything we do, but now online. Our
Sunday services have continued to provide a
space for care, community, and connection
through the technological wonder of Zoom…
and the hard work of a small army of
volunteers. Importantly, we have managed
this transition while also preserving a space
for growth, glitches, and mistakes. This is
essential for a community that holds care and
compassion as our primary value.

In addition to learning how gathering online
has made us accessible, gathering online now
and committing to hybird multiplatform in the
future allows us a much greater range in guest
speakers. Before, the fees for a speaker
outside Winnipeg have been a dwarfed by the
costs of airfare to get them here and room and
board while they stay. With these barriers
erased, we may invite speakers from all over
the world.

Together with our student minister Nicole
McKay, I have also experimented with
delivering vespers services on Wednesday
evenings this year. This meditative service
and the following space for connecting with
each other has proven very meaningful.
Without additional support for programming,
however, this experiment has come to an end.

Officiates Rites of Passage
I have officiated member weddings and
celebrations of life when public health
restrictions allowed them. However, many
people have put off these rites of passage
until we can “be together again.” While the
impulse is understandable, this has amplified
the sense of languishing in liminal time both
for individuals and the community as a
whole.

Online celebrations of life have been offered
to share stories and grieve, but until recently,
no one has availed themselves to these
services. I officiated our first online
celebration of life this last month. In sharing
our grief, the participants realized the power
and necessity of having the service sooner
rather than indefinitely postponed.

It is my hope that in the coming year, more of
us will take advantage of the power of
technology to keep us connected and caring
in ways that matter most.

Provides Pastoral Care and
Presence
I cannot overstate how much of my
professional time and attention has been
devoted to pastoral care this year.
Confidentiality and right to privacy prevent
me from quantifying, but I have had many
phone calls and Zoom meetings with
members, helping them with handling the
pandemic as well as the ongoing struggles we
all experience. Caring, connections,
community have been the primary focus of
every part of my ministry.

I seek to bring pastoral care to everything I
do, from committee meetings to workships
and seminars. Oftentimes, people do not
even realize they are receiving intentional
pastoral care from myself or the Pastoral Care
team.

The members of the Pastoral Care Team have
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been essential allies in the effort to see to this
congregation’s needs. I have worked closely
with the Pastoral Care Team to ensure our
network of caring is spread as wide as
possible.

This caring and connection is what knits us
all together, and there is no greater work than
ensuring that no one is left without their
caring community.

Encourage Spiritual
Development
The primary way I pursue this goal for the
entire congregation is by leading worship
services. This past year I have offered
services that balanced messages of hope with
acknowledgements that spiritual development
is never finished for any of us, individually or
communally.

Additionally this year DLFDAndrea James
and I were able to finally bring to the
congregation two spiritual development
programs:

► Wellspring focuses on learning about our
six sources of faith and developing our
identity as Unitarian-Universalists. This
is not a lecture series, seminar, or sermon;
instead it is a group exploration that takes
place in a pastoral environment of deep
listening.

► Covenant Groups combine spiritual
growth in a pastoral setting where
participants discuss topics grounded in
their personal experiences.

Andrea and I are excited to continue offering
both Wellspring and Covenant Groups into
the future.

Witnesses to Social Justice in the
Public Square
In a year of pandemic restrictions, there have
been very few opportunities to witness social
justice in the community.

One exception, which I am very proud to say
that many members and friends attended, was
the Black Lives Matter rally at the Legislature
on June 6th. Despite police warning local
store owners to board up their windows, the
rally was a peaceful and powerful demand to
change how our society and province value
Black lives.

As restorative justice has been a primary area
of interest to me for ten years, I attended
Zoom workshops offered by the Restorative
Justice Association of Manitoba.

I was also invited to speak at neighbor
congregation Shaary Zedek’s annual interfaith
Yom Hashoah Holocaust Remembrance
service. I was honored to be invited to speak
the holy scripture for this holy day, especially
as a gentile. Yom Hashoah reminds us that
genocide such as the Holocaust must never be
allowed to happen again.

Within our congregation, I regularly strive to
lift up social justice concerns in our services.
Our sudden move online has given us
valuable perspective in our prior lack of
accessibility and has driven us to recognize
ways to welcome people into community and
not just our physical building space.

Most recently, the Dismantling Racism Study
Group led to overwhelming support for
passing the Eighth Principle at the CUC
AGM. The principle reads as follows: “We,
the member congregations of the Canadian
Unitarian Council, covenant to affirm and
promote: individual and communal action
that accountably dismantles racism and other
oppressions in ourselves and in our
institutions.”

While the principle itself was passed against
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bylaws, I was proud to witness how our
Canadian UU community came together to
prioritize our shared values and the spirit of
determined change present at the annual
meeting. The CUC leadership is seeking to
make the Eighth Principle legal and official
this fall.

Leads Administration
The focus of all staff workers’ goals this year
has been adapting how they do their job for
our online format. What they do has not
changed, but how they do it has.

Part of this work is looking forward to rethink
and readjust towards a hybrid, multiplatform
format, not only for worship but for the rest
of our programming and governance.

Staff has done an amazing job in making
these adjustments. One of the keys is regular
communication. Staff meets weekly to keep
each other updated, collaborate, and care for
each other.

I would also like to state on the record my
appreciation for our student minister Nicole
McKay, who brought curiousity and
compassion to her role here. The ministry
that she brought to all of us will not soon be
forgotten.

I would also thank all the volunteers who rose
to the occassion when our Office
Administrator Pamela Johnson retired and we
chose not to hire a successor. The plethora of
tasks which fell under her umbrella were
carried out by a dedicated band of volunteers,
allowing the church to continue doing its
work.

Pursues Personal Renewal and
Professional Development
Knowing that the ever-present threat of
burnout loomed even larger throughout the
pandemic, I have been very careful to take
my sabbath days. Structures were put in
place to ensure that I could rest and
recuperate, secure in the knowledge that
minor emergencies would be handled and
only major events that could not be ignored
would interrupt this essential downtime.

Nicole McKay’s presence as another minister
on staff allowed me to take true vacation time
where I was not on call at all. (During this
time, we only lost the dogs into a national
forest three times.)

In terms of professional development, I have
been able to select from many new options as
programs have been available online.
Normally, the bulk of my professional
development budget is consumed by travel,
room, and board. Unnecessary this year!

Of particular note, I attended:

► How to Lead When You Don’t Know
Where You’re Going by the renowned
congregational consultant Susan
Beaumont

► Conflict Transformation Skills, Lombard
Mennonite Peace Center

► Revolutionary Love Conference: the
Courage to Imagine at Middle Church

In UU spaces, I attended the Unitarian-
Universalist Ministers of Canada Ministry
Days, UUMAMinistry Days, and the UUA
General Assembly. This year’s Canadian
Ministry Days featured the Renaissance
Model Creating UU Culture Change by the
Reverend Doctor Natalie Fenimore.

I also attended the UUMOCWest seminar
about the COIC Widening the Circle of
Concern report with the Reverend Leslie
Takahashi.
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I am looking forward to taking the remainder
of my time off this summer.

Serves the Larger Unitarian
Universalist Faith
This past year, I served as the Vice President
of the Unitarian-Universalist Ministers of
Canada. One of the duties of the VP is to
organize and lead Ministry Days, a
conference for all the ministers of Canada.

I also served as the Acting President of
UUMOC while President Anne Barker had
knee replacement surgery.

I serve as a vocational advisor for the
Ministerial Formation Network of our
continental Unitarian-Universalist
Association.

I participated in the leadership and worship
planning of the CUC’s nation-wide service on
May 16th.

On a limited basis, I do virtual worship
leadership in our sibling congregations in
Canada.

Lastly, I have contributed my amateur voice
talents to the virtual choirs of the CUC and
UUMOC.

Leads the Faith into the Future
Who knew when you called me four years
ago that my childhood growing up in a
recording studio and my previous career as a
screenwriter would provide so many of the
skills needed by our congregation!

This last year, leadership has been very much
about helping people learn about and get
comfortable with Zoom—even me. My own
skill sets in all of these areas have increased
and improved more often than not because of
interactions with you. Not only did you offer
me new information of your own, but you
asked good questions that led to research and
discovery.

I think one of the most important things about
being a leader into any future, uncertain or
otherwise, is the ability to say, “I don’t know,
let’s find out together.”

As our congregation transformed itself into an
accessible online community, I have tapped
the limits of my knowledge. I can make basic
media files and use basic Zoom functions.
That will not allow us to offer truly hybrid
multiplatform programming when we are
ready to reopen the building. It must be the
congregation’s work to find what we need to
do, how we can go about doing it, what
resources we will need, and whose skills we
can tap, to be truly accessible beyond the
walls of our building.

Let’s find out together.

In gratitude and faith,

Reverend Meghann Robern
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Director Of Lifespan Faith Development’s Report
Andrea James

We entered the 2020-21 church year already a
few months into a global pandemic, which
called for an adaptive spirit; a willingness to
experiment, assess, and pivot as needed.

New Initiatives
Adults
►Elders Reflections - once a month,

informal, facilitated gathering based on
our monthly theme. Twenty-seven elders
participated, with DLFDAndrea
facilitating.

► Covenant Groups - once a month
exploration of our theme, facilitated by
trained lay leaders. We ran five groups,
serving 40 participants. The five
facilitators met monthly on their own, for
support and connection, with Rev.
Meghann

►Wellspring: Sources - Twice a month, two
groups explored the six sources of
Unitarian Universalism, deep listening,
and spiritual practices. Rev. Meghann and
DLFDAndrea facilitated, with 17
participants between the two groups.

► Owning Your Religious Past - student
minister Nicole McKay led two sessions,
with 13 participants reflecting on their
religious influences and how these
connect with their current Unitarian
Universalism.

► Transgender Inclusion in Congregations -
DLFDAndrea and two Trans UU
educators led two 8-week sessions,
serving 12 participants.

Youth
►We offered a Western Region youth

program, with different times and ways to
engage. This was an experiment that
didn’t stick.

Children
►The RE Committee and DLFD ran weekly

online gatherings prior to the Sunday
service, reaching about a dozen over the
year, with an average attendance of about
three.

►We sent out monthly resources for use at
home, related to our monthly theme

►We curated, assembled, and delivered
quarterly RE Kits, geared to offline fun
and connection.

Support for Families
►The RE Committee and DLFD supported

parents and caregivers by offering:

► Parents and Caregivers as Sexuality
Educators (providing Our Whole Lives
sexuality education support to parents and
caregivers)

► Parents of Preschoolers (POP!) - an
online, monthly-themed, video and
worksheet program for parents and
caregivers.

► Taking the Power Struggle Out of
Parenting and Caregiving, a healthy-
communication program for families.
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Welcoming Congregation
Renewal
DLFDAndrea James moved us forward
toward recertification by

► tracking our Welcoming worship services

► tracking how we recognize and celebrate
the Welcoming Days of Observance, and
beginning a practice of doing so on the
church Facebook page as outreach

► offering a Welcoming faith development
program, and

►working with our Share the Plate team to
support a Queer/Genderqueer partner in
the community at least once a year (Trans
Health Klinic and Rainbow Resource
Centre this year)

Rites of Passage

Child Dedications: one youth was dedicated

New Members: we welcomed two new
members

Faith Development stats

Our congregation ministered to and with

► 31 families

► 53 children and 5 youth

► 132 adults across 8 faith development
programs

Thank you to the 15 volunteers who served in
Faith Development

Challenges
We lost all our Faith Development staff (other
than the Director of Lifespan Faith
Development) this year.

There was a death in our RE community.

DLFD facilitated more groups than she
usually would. This was intentional and
pandemic-driven, but is not sustainable.

Looking Forward
I look forward to

► centring community, connection, and care
in 2021-22

► recertifying as a Welcoming Congregation
(2SLGBTQ+ ministries)

The building may be closed, but the church is
not. Much love to you all.

—Andrea
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Webmaster’s Report
Karin Carlson

This year, our congregation came to rely on
the website more, and in some cases in a
different way, than other years. We also had
more of a focus on accessibility than we’ve
had in the past. Here is a recap of the major
projects, and a short list of “regular
webmaster activities” for the year. The last
section in the report is information about the
two spoofing events that occurred in 2020,
and what was done to protect our site and
emails from it happening again in the future.

Initiatives and Projects
What happened in 2020-2021 that was new
and different.

► In response to the pandemic, implemented
the yellow banner that is at the top of the
site.

► Created new web-based forms for the
Pledge campaign and the Congregational
Event Communication Submission Form.

►Met with the Accessibility Team to
discuss short- and long-term goals for
electronic accessibility at church. From
this meeting, I increased the accessibility
of the website in various ways (for
example, improved the description of how
to get to the church by bus and added
accessibility to many PDF files).

► Had several meetings with people who
create content for the site to help them
learn how to make accessible content for
the site, with Google Docs and Sheets,
with InDesign, and with Microsoft Word.
Some of these training sessions were
recorded and shared with staff who
couldn’t attend the meetings.

► For the goal of having all website content
be accessible, applied accessibility fixes
to a handful of PDF files that are posted
on our site.

► Created/managed content on the site, for
example: I created a new page for

Pastoral Care, one for the new parking lot
(which includes pictures of the lot),
created an area called “Our Stories”. Also
helped the Communicator editor learn
how to add new issues to the site and the
Social Justice Team learn how to add
content to their area.

► New: The area of the site called “Our
Stories” (find it under “About Us” on the
main menu) for our historical content.
The Historical Team spearheaded this,
and together we collected content from
the old site and added some new content
and I created the new pages and
“interface.” This required some theme
edits, and prompted creating a child
theme. More content to be added in 2021.

►Our web calendar is actually an
amalgamation of about 12 different
calendars, which used to be managed by
the Office Administrator. When she
retired, the calendar duties needed to be
split among several people and groups.
This meant reassigning accounts and
passwords, and training several people in
how to add events, switch calendars, etc.

► Did several site improvements such as
fixing the breadcrumb issue on the site
that was listing pages wrongly in several
areas and improving the usability of the
pledge form.

► Created several image sliders for the site
including: Home » About Us » Our
Stories » Our Congregation » History of
First UU Church of Winnipeg

► In spring 2021, I created a child theme of
the UUAWordPress Theme we use. The
purpose of a WordPress theme is to
control where the content in your site
appears, what it looks like, and provide all
the “user interface” (or, UI) elements on
the site, like menus. Having a child site is
very important for the growth of our site
because it allows me to make unique
changes to the look and feel of our site
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without danger of those changes being
erased the next time the UUA theme is
updated.

Upcoming Initiatives
What’s on the docket for the upcoming year.

Accessibility
In the 2021-2022 year, the site might be
modified in several ways to make it more
accessible, but the exact details need to be
discussed and aren’t yet certain. Building the
child theme is a first step in this direction.
(The site as it is now is very accessible, due
to the accessible WordPress theme we are
using. I’ve been communicating with the
UUAwebmasters about improving its
accessibility, and will continue to do so in
2021.)

I’d like to see a formal policy created for
accessibility for all First UUWinnipeg
electronic content. This was discussed last
year but other priorities were more pressing.
For all intents and purposes, most of the
content we produce is accessible, but as of yet
there isn’t a formal policy. This might happen
in partnership with the Accessibility Team
and the Communications Team. Further
training will be required for anyone who
creates (for instance) downloadable PDF files,
Excel sheets, etc.

Find an easy-to-maintain solution so our
church directory is more secure and
accessible. I’m working with Larry Phillips to
find a workable solution to the sad fact that
the “usual” way our church directory is
created is not accessible. We hope to move to
a different system that will be more secure
and be accessible. What we’re doing now is
providing two different versions – an
inaccessible one, and an accessible one.

Security
WordPress has many security features to keep
material on the site relatively private. For

instance, we have a menu item in place so
that you can’t open the member’s-only page
unless you are logged in. However, in 2020 it
came to my attention that you can still
download a PDF if you have a link to it, even
if you’re not logged in. The only thing on the
website that might pose a risk to anyone’s
security is the Church Directory. When I
learned about this “workaround” to our menu
system, I removed the Directory and put a
note on the page where it had been to contact
the church office email address and request a
copy.

Twice in 2020/2021, staff notified me that
others had received email that looked like it
was from them, but they hadn’t sent it. This
called spoofing. To investigate this, the first
time in happened in august 2020 I looked at
logs on our site host (Siteground), talked to
their tech team, looked at our GSuite logs and
records and talked to their support team, and
contacted our domain host (Rebel.ca) and
talked to their support team. In the end, the
action was for me to add several files and
“checks” in GSuite that checks when an email
is sent from our domain (uuwinnipeg.mb.ca)
that it originated from our accounts. The only
time this failed was during a few hours when
Google’s services went down (which
indicates to me that it’s working).

Not something I physically do, but so
everyone knows it’s happening, please know
that the website is backed up every morning
automatically. If there’s ever an issue with the
website and we need to “roll it back,” we can
go back to any day in the last 30 days and
restore the website to that “point in time.”

WebsiteMaintenance and
Responsibilities
Tasks that are always on the to-do list, and
will likely continue to be.

► Add monthly service description posts
including sourcing images.
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►Add monthly minister’s column including
sourcing images.

► Add the theme picture and text to the
Home page slider, and other sliders as
needed

►Add other news items if requested to do
so.

► Do periodic general website checks for
stale/outdated content, broken links, etc.

► Update WordPress as required (about 1x/
month on average). Update plug-ins when
WordPress is updated.

►Monitor emails from the site about one of
the security tools we use (Wordfence),
monitor a forum for UUWebmasters, and
monitor other alerts (for example, I get an
email if someone logs in to the
Administration area, so I check to make
sure that’s “one of us”).

► Connect with the members of the
Communications Team in website-related
issues.

► Post Board Minutes to the site.

►Manage site plug-ins, which provide
additional functionality in the site.

► Provide training to staff about how to use
the website, how to add content, etc. as
needed

►Keep the UUATheme current as updates
are received (several times per year).

► GSuite members and accounts:

►Manage GSuite users: Add or modify
members to our GSuite (our email and
document management system), which is
effectively creating an email profile for
them, and then communicating the details
and password to the person or team.

► Provide support: I also helped reset
passwords and transfer ownership of
email accounts: When people forget their
email login credentials, there is a “forgot
password” feature on the site, but
occasionally people can’t access their old
email, or can’t remember which one they
used, or the person who needed to use a
committee’s email address changed.
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Board Report
Lauren Bailey

In last year’s report, I started by saying the
Board of Directors had faced a challenging
spring season. We hadn’t seen the half of it!
As of this writing, we have spent 14 months
as a church with virtual-only gatherings, and,
though it’s hard, we are still strong. Our
Sunday attendance is still between 50 and 100
devices each week (with some screens having
multiple participants), and we are still holding
our Zoom meetings and getting work done in
our community. I am proud of First UU
Winnipeg, and our ability to persevere.

Volunteers
With our long-time Office Administrator
Pamela Johnson retiring in May of 2020, the
church opted to bring in volunteers from the
congregation to fulfill various parts of her job.
These volunteers have gone above and
beyond and held these positions for an entire
year. The Board of Directors offers our thanks
and appreciation for all of the work they do to
keep our administration running smoothly.
We hope to be able to hire a new Office
Administrator soon.

Policies
The Board created one new policy this past
year, and one other that has been put aside for
further research. Our current plan is a review
and update of the existing policy manual
during the 2021-2022 church year, for
modernization.

The following was adopted at our February
16 board meeting:

Policy on Members Attending Virtually
Any person who meets the membership
criteria set out in the by-laws is eligible to
become a member, and enjoy all of the merits
available, regardless of location, provided
they continue to meet the membership criteria
set out in the by-laws.

These merits include participation in services,
classes, workshops, events, committees,
working groups, and having a seat on the
Board of Directors.

To the best of their ability, and within the
confines of common sense, all committees
and working groups shall provide access via
the Church’s Zoom accounts to any member
who cannot attend in person.

To the best of their ability, and within the
confines of common sense, all classes and
workshops put on by the Church shall provide
access via the Church’s Zoom accounts to any
member who cannot attend in person.

All congregational meetings are required to
provide access via the Church’s Zoom
accounts to any member who cannot attend in
person.

Amember who is attending virtually shall be
subject to the same termination of
membership requirements as stated in the by-
laws and any policies developed by the Board
to the same.
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Budget
While individual giving was still high this
year, our stewardship drive did not hit its
required target for meeting all of the requests
from committees and other aspects of church
life. Rentals have previously made up the
difference, and we have really seen the lack
of those funds since the start of the pandemic.

The Board is once again presenting a deficit
budget this year. We will be striking a
working group this fall to find new ways to
bring in income for the church. Our rentals
volunteers over the past year have brought in
what gatherings restrictions have permitted,
and we thank them for their efforts.

Mission and Vision
The Board of Directors, under the direction of
Mission and Vision Working Group Chair
Peter Miller, and our CUC Congregational
Life Associate Linda Thomson, hosted
several working groups and email discussions
about updating our Mission and Vision,
which have not been changed in over a
decade. At this AGM, Peter will present the
Mission statement for congregational vote
and affirmation.

If the statement is affirmed, the work then
begins for the Board, all committees, staff,
and all working groups, to take a critical look
at our work, and realign it to fit with our
Mission.

BoardMembership
During the past year, we have had a few
Board members leave the Board for personal
reasons. The Board thanks all of these
departing members for their service, and
looks forward to working with them in other
capacities. We are also excited to bring on
four new Board members.

Board roles for the 2021-2022 year will be
determined after our AGM, and will be
announced in the weekly email and the July
Communicator.
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Report from the Rentals Volunteers regarding
COVID-19 andGoing Forward
Nice weather may invite gathering
outdoors…

Please remember we have covid protocols in
place for when members may wish to gather
at the church property. The space indoors or
outdoors needs to be pre-booked by emailing
the office or rentals. And if you hosting a
church meeting the intention is that people
should have the option of attending via zoom
if so desired, which is also easily booked by
emailing the office. For members opting to
meet at the church please review our internal
event protocols which have been in place
since September 2020.

Guidelines for Church Meetings indoors or
out of doors COVID PROTOCOLS - Current
orders prohibit gatherings of more than ten
people at an outdoor public place or more
than five people at an indoor public place. For
rentals or member events: weddings and
memorials are limited to 10 people.

► Everyone must wear a mask indoors and
it is recommended out of doors as well

► Everyone participating must share contact
info or there must be a complete attendee
list for contact tracing

► Everyone to have hand sanitizer upon
arrival - some located in the cupboard
below kitchen passthrough window.
Please bring your own if outside.

► No communal food or beverages ( bring
your own ok)

► Physical distancing required for all event
set ups

►No singing indoors

► Sanctuary and foyer space only - do not
use other areas of the church at this time

► If indoors you must follow the COVID
cleaning protocols and at the end of your
event wipe all the surfaces of areas and
items you have engaged with during your
meeting.

► If using outdoor chairs please ensure they
are returned to side of building. It is also
ideal to bring your own folding lawn
chairs.

► Place completed an event sign in/check
list located in the Church Office folder at
the end of the event

► Events that are out of doors can send an
attendee list by email to the office before
or after the event.

These protocols change as provincial
protocols are updated. We adhere to what is
the current list of protocols.

Feedback or questions about the COVID
protocols can be sent
to rentals@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca
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Adult Programming Committee
SonyaWatson

Mandate
The mandate of the Adult Programming
Committee is to promote learning with the
goal of enhancing the physical, mental,
emotional, social and spiritual well-being of
members and friends of the Congregation,
within our shared UU principles. These
programs for adults are not UU identified,
thus are a separate program stream from
Lifespan Faith Development.

Programs
The Meditation Program continues twice
monthly through June on Zoom, with several
group participants facilitating a range of
topics, from a look at Buddhist meditation, to
finding inner calm, and meditating with
poetry. This is an open group with generally
between 9-12 attendees per evening. Thanks
to volunteer convenor Janet Toews for her
dedication.

The 'Leaving a Legacy' Zoom presentation
held Feb. 8 was informative and touching.
Kris Breckman, Shirley Kitchen, Gini Martin,
and Peter Miller spoke about the legacies they
wish to leave behind. There were 36
attendees. Special thanks to Zoom co-hosts
Marjorie Doyle and Janet Toews.

Two APC members, Gord Clark and Sonya
Watson participated in online Zoom training
facilitated by Rev. Meghann on February 13.
APC member Harry Peters studied several
Zoom tutorials on You Tube in order to also
host APC meetings and programs.

The Board passed a motion February 16 that
‘To the best of their ability and within the
confines of common sense, all classes and
workshops put on by the Church shall provide
access via the Church’s Zoom accounts to any
member who cannot attend in person.’ This
also includes committee meetings, and will be
a consideration in future APC program
planning.

On a Saturday morning in April, Heather
Emberley and Sonya Watson co-facilitated a
Zoom session based on Brene Brown’s video
‘The Call to Courage’. Five participants
previewed the video on Ted Talks or Netflix,
then discussed themes and questions provided
by the facilitators. Everyone appreciated the
time spent together deepening relationships
and exploring the topic of vulnerability.

There was a request from the congregation
for APC to offer an online bridge club, and to
find a program convenor. Some promotion
was done and there does not appear to be
enough interest at this time.

Future in house programs are dependent upon
covid safety planning at church, and in the
community. APC will continue to offer some
programs of interest via Zoom.

Membership
Adult Programming Committee members are:
Shannon Breckman, Gordon Clark, Heather
Emberley, Doreen Stroud, Michael Thiessen
and Sonya Watson. Harry Peters was an
active APC member until his passing on April
22, 2021. Harry is greatly missed by APC
members, who held a memorial tribute to him
on April 28.

Part of Harry’s legacy is the UU Puzzle
Lending Library, where he cheerfully
delivered puzzles in person throughout
Winnipeg to UUs and friends. No doubt this
endeavour helped ease the long COVID
winter of visiting restrictions, for many.
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Accessibility & InclusionMinistries
Paula Keirstead andDiane Pearce, co-chairs, and Janine Reid

Terms of Reference
To implement all the phases of the
Accessibility and Inclusion Ministry
Certificate Program to broaden the access and
inclusiveness of all who enter our church and
participate in our activities.

Background
Our first meeting was held on September 26,
2018. We used zoom meeting format to
facilitate access for our members. Our initial
mandate of advancing the elevator project
evolved, where Rev. Meghann introduced
the Accessibility and Inclusion Ministry
(AIM) and the certification process for
UU congregations, which as a comprehensive
approach our team embraced and received
approval from the board in October 2018.
This made FUUW the first Canadian
congregation to apply for AIM
certification. We were assigned a support/
advisory team in early 2019. We met monthly
via zoom and have input from our advisory
team at our meetings.

The AIM certification process is a
comprehensive and thoughtful process
that requires short and long-term commitment
from our church, with three phases meant to
be enacted cyclically. We have completed the
first phase by providing general information
about our congregation, describing the A team
conducting this work, the Short Accessibility
Audit, and obtaining board approval. A grant
subcommittee jointly with Capital Projects,
our Minister, and Treasurer, successfully
applied for a Winnipeg Foundation grant to
pave the parking lot, and received $20,000 on
Feb. 4 2020 (with parking lot paving
occurring mid-2020).

Phase Two includes a Detailed Accessibility
and Inclusion Audit, completed in early 2020
with the extensive input of the congregation,
committees, and groups who use the church
space. Priority Setting and the multi-year

Action Plan are nearing final submission, and
focus on priorities identified from the
congregational consultation and developed
into realistic projects, workshops, and
worship elements. By design this is a living
document and our advisory team has
encouraged continued updates as information
arises and priorities may shift. This Action
Plan will be submitted to the Board for
consideration before the end of the 2020/2021
fiscal year.

Activities
Priority Identification and Action Plan
A great deal of energy and focus has been
spent on identifying the priorities and actions
to be carried out based on the results of the
Detailed Audit. The plan includes
Accessibility and Inclusion Projects,
Workshops, and Worship elements, and
focusses on the direct feedback from the
congregation as captured in the Detailed
Audit. Several of these pieces have already
had significant work and momentum
contributed. They both have received multiple
reviews from our support and advisory team.
We are excited to be able to present our ideas
to the Board and the congregation!

Sunday Services
Jul. 19 2021 Janine Reid coordinated the
Sunday service to consider “Self compassion
to undercut ableism”, where personal growth
was discussed as an essential component to
identify and reconsider ableist thoughts and
behaviours, and how those who do not
identify as having disabilities can do this
internal work.

Jan. 3 2021 the ATeam coordinated the
Sunday service and highlighted the United
Nations International Day of Persons with
Disabilities (Dec. 3 2020) as well as the
contributions persons with disabilities bring
to our community. Our guest speakers Jericho
Cochico and Janet Forbes from Inclusion
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Manitoba, who explored how inclusion
enriches and brings balance in our lives and
community.

Parking Lot
As mentioned above, the parking lot was
paved in 2020 with funding in part from the
Winnipeg Foundation grant written with
members of the A team, Capital Projects, and
Board. Accessible parking space allotment
and other planning incorporated input from
the A team.

Bathroom Bundle
A bundle of upgrades to optimize the existing
main floor washroom have been considered
and implemented in collaboration with the
Properties Management Committee while the
physical building has been closed during the
pandemic.

Leadership AIM Workshop
While plans to have Reverend Ren McFadyen
travel to Winnipeg to conduct an educational
workshop and Church service had to be
canceled due to covid, a zoom version of a
workshop for our church leaders has been
developed and will be delivered on May 29,
2021. Over 20 people will be participating,
both volunteers and staff! This is using
funding that was previously contributed by
other committees however its use was
delayed as above.

Social Justice Project/Light a Candle for a
Guaranteed Liveable Income Event
Despite the rigor required by Covid-19 for all
to stay safe, members of the ATeam and the
Social Justice Team participated in a
multifaith activity initiated by the United
Church of Canada on Apr. 8 2021.

Five members of our church and three people
from other faiths gathered at 12:30pm in front
of MP Jim Carr’s office and lit candles to lift
up the concept of establishing a national
universal basic income, termed Guaranteed

Liveable Income. A letter was left for Hon.
Jim Carr requesting a response outlining his
views on this matter. The double jeopardy
reality experienced by people living with
disabilities in poverty was highlighted.

Members of the congregation were
encouraged to light a candle and/or send a
message to their MP, which several A Team
members participated in however numbers
were not collected. This was a great example
of collaboration between UU teams and other
faiths! It also highlights the intersectional
nature of Accessibility and Inclusion with
other socioeconomic forces.

Future Goals
Worship and Education
Priorities include coordinating zoom
discussion opportunities for our congregation
on issues that impact people living with
disabilities, such as poverty, and identify
actions to alleviate these issues. There are
several planned educational workshops for
our congregation to occur over the next 1.5
years that enable the naming and
understanding of ableism and how it limits
the welcoming and inclusion of people with
disabilities in our community.

Parking Lot (Accessibility)
As this beautiful new parking lot is used in
the future by our congregation and other
church users, further consideration of surface
maintenance, continuity of ramps with the
surface, and needs assessment will need to be
updated.

Bathroom Bundle (Accessibility)
The main floor update was the first step in a
broader consideration of accessible and
inclusive bathroom provision in the church
space, including further user and congregant
education, accessibility of the basement
bathrooms, and consideration of other
opportunities as the main floor bathroom
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remains inaccessible to those with mobility
aids wider than 32 inches.

Elevator/lift project, Wayfinding and
Accessible Signage, Hearing impairments
and Deaf Accessibility Project
(Accessibility)
These projects aim to improve the ability for
people to move and navigate through the
church space, and integrate together for
improved accessibility They are primarily in
advisory and information-gathering stages
which will continue over the coming year
with input and intention for some
implementation before we are back our
physical space.

Policy Work and Leadership (Inclusion)
This work will continue with the kick-start of
our congregational leadership workshop held
in May 2021, with a focus on leadership
having the skills and policy to actively
promote the involvement of people with
disabilities in church life.

Religious Exploration and Food and
Fellowship Projects (Inclusion)
Are still within the planning stages and have
been deprioritized within our current digital
space, however will be strong priorities when
we resume in person gathering.

Social Justice Project (Inclusion)
The A team and Social Justice team are
specifically working together to uplift
intersectionality of disability and poverty
within the broader community activism
context, with a goal of promoting federal
legislation concerning economic supports for
PWD including guaranteed livable income,
and increasing our congregational awareness
of the Double Jeopardy impacts of disability
and poverty. In collaboration with the Social
Justice Team the A team is writing an article
for the Communicator discussing the
guaranteed basic income initiative.
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Communications Committee
Odell Havsdotter

We did not meet in 2020 - 2021 due to covid
and difficulty finding time for meeting. Plans
are to have a meeting sometime in the fall
next year.

Library did not have any activities this year.

Newspaper (Heather) reported continuing to
mention FUUW in her column in the
Sou’Wester/Free Press and writing Gracie
Sweetstory stories for Elders newsletter.

I (Odell) have continued to post the services
to our Facebook page, and I set up the Puxxle
exchange group for Adult Programming with
Harry Peterson and helped him learn what
was needed to manage that group.

I have also joined the tech team responsible
for running the zoom aspects of Sunday
Services as part of my role on the Sunday
Services Team, but there is overlap with
Communications there as I have helped
encourage people to learn to use this
technology.

Communicator
Marjorie Doyle, Communicator Editor

Mandate
To produce the Communicator 11 times per
year. Once monthly except for a joint edition
in July/August.

In the past year I have produced, one issue
with seven pages, four issues with eight
pages, one issue with 11 pages, four issues
with twelve pages and one issue with eleven
pages.

Committee Membership
Marjorie Doyle with proof reading assistance
from Linda Henderson, printing and mailing
from Larry Phillips.

Activities and Accomplishments
Produced 11 issues as expected

Goals for the Upcoming Year
To continue to produce a quality newsletter
and keep it as attractive looking as I can.

Comments
Having deadline date of the 20th of the month
met. The new process for submitting
materials is misunderstood by many. Articles
for The Communicator are still to go through
communicator@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca. There are
occasions when items go in various social
media platforms and is also used for The
Communicator but takes more time to
download and format for use.

I am now uploading the issue to the website
every month – hopefully with enough time
for the congregation to see what is being
offered every Sunday.

Thanks
I want to say thanks to Linda Henderson for
her eagle eyes and suggestions for
improvement. Also thanks to Larry Phillips
who has been printing issues for our shut-ins
and making sure they have been mailed off to
them so they can stay connected in one more
way with the church.

As well as producing the Communicator I
have been volunteering with the Sunday
Services Tech Team as a chat monitor and as
screen share person. It has been an interesting
experience and one of growth as I learned
new tech.

DLFDCommunications
All-church email
I contribute weekly to the all-church email

A volunteer took over the task of compiling
and sending out this email, after our Office
Administrator retired and the position was left
unfilled during the pandemic.

I've filled in occasionally, as needed. I believe
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I'm the only other person with access to
Mailchimp

Communicator
I contribute a column and FD side-bar
monthly, and promotions as necessary

Website
I update all the faith development areas

I learned how to use the "forms" element but
determined that unless we pay for an upgrade,
it isn't as functional as I need. I use Google
Forms instead.

I started doing Posts in addition to Pages

I learned how to add photos to the sliders and
made use of that tool

Karin provided education on creating
accessible PDFs so I'm incorporating those
steps (I already add "alt text" for images on
the website)

Social Media
I've added a practice of acknowledging and
celebrating the Canadian Welcoming Days of
Observance on Facebook, as part of our
Welcoming Congregation Renewal process.

I share items of interest to our Facebook
page, primarily but not exclusively Faith
Development

Mailchimp
I use Mailchimp regularly, communicating
internally to RE families and volunteers;
Youth, youth families, and youth advisors;
and more

Slack
The staff uses Slack exclusively for internal
communication

Membership
Team consists of Heather Emberly, Lauren
Bailey, Lorie Battershill, Marjorie Doyle,
Andrea James, Rev. Meghann Robern and
Odell Havsdottir.
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Endowment Fund
LindaHenderson, DougWasyliw, JamesWatson

Mandate
The Endowment Fund Trustees oversee the
Endowment Fund, ensure it is invested
appropriately, remit the fund's income to the
Church. The Endowment Fund's mandate is
outlined in the church's bylaws.

Report
Report for the year ended June 30, 2021:

► Starting value: $142,175.70 ($65,638.32
in equities, $55,000 in GICs, $21,537.38
in cash/other)

► Ending value: $156,484.13* ($80,962.98
in equities, $55,000 in GICs, $20,521.15
in cash/other)

► Income earned from investments during
the year, payable to the church: $3,267
($3,234 prior year) from GIC interest and
equity income after costs, to be remitted
to the church in 2021.

► Contributions during the year (up until
May) $2,260 ($17,096.30 prior year).

► One-year return from equities (dividends
and capital appreciation) based on the
calendar year: 8.5%

►Compound return since inception of
November 27, 2009: 8.27%

►GIC rates range from 1.9% - 3.0%

► Investment Policy: target of 50% equities
(of which 35% is Canada, 15% US), 50%
fixed income. The equity portion is
invested in low-fee index funds and an
Ethical Fund. The fixed income portion is
invested in 5-year GICs with maturities
"laddered" in each of the next five years;
maturing certificates are rolled over each
year into a new GIC at the prevailing rate.
Income from investments is remitted to
the church annually.

This Past Year
We were all shocked and saddened by the
quick and surprising passing of Trustee David
Livingstone on August 9, 2020. David was a
conscientious trustee since 2017 and brought
new and varied perspectives to the
discussions. He is missed.

On a brighter note, Doug Wasyliw has joined
the Endowment Fund as a trustee. As a
former EF trustee and financial planner, Doug
brings knowledge and expertise to the
position. He is currently spearheading the
development of a new investment policy that
will help guide the investment of funds to
provide a better return on investment and
provide a matrix for measuring success.
Welcome aboard Doug.

Thank You
We wish to acknowledge donors during the
year (if you donated and weren't recognized,
please let us know):

Cheryl Simmonds, Linda Henderson (2), Lois
Whyte (2), David Parker, Sonya and James
Watson, Carol Carver, Charlotte & Randy
Gesell, Julie Ann Kniskern, Gini Martin,
Anne Bigelow and Larry Phillips, Odell
Havsdotter and Kent Klostreich, Marjorie
Doyle, Valerie Cobb-Friesen, and Paul
Hunter.
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Comments
As stated in previous years, the investment
policy is functioning as planned.

Despite on-going low interest rates, laddering
GICs continue to earn average rates better
than currently available. Equities markets
have been like a roller coaster ride due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, first falling and then
climbing before repeating the process. As this
is being written, our portfolio value is
increasing and we know that the Fund's
market value will continue to fluctuate.

We thank members for their trust.

Membership
Linda Henderson, Doug Wasyliw, James
Watson
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Mandate
Develop and implement procedures for the
church’s annual budget by:
►Soliciting budget requests from all

committees and spending estimates from
staff responsible for expenditures
(payroll, utilities, fees, etc.);

► Preparing a target budget for the
Stewardship Committee;

► Revising the target budget in accordance
with results of the Stewardship
Committee pledge campaign;

► Presenting a recommended budget to the
Church Board for their review and
eventual recommendation to the
congregation at the annual budget
meeting;

►Monitoring and enforcing approved
budget provisions;

► Offering advice to any committee,
member, friend of the church or staff
about the budget process and compliance
with spending and fundraising policies of
the church

Develop and review guidelines for
monitoring budget compliance by:
►Advising, chairs of all committees and

other leaders, at the beginning of the fiscal
year, of the details of their approved
budget and their responsibilities regarding
the managing and compliance with it;

► Conducting quarterly review expenditures
to date by all committees;

► Advising chairs when 80% of their
committee’s budget is used;

► Freezing spending of a non-compliant
committee if spending exceeds their
approved budget, unless the over-
expenditure has been approved by the
Board.

Survey and develop long-term budget goals
based on church needs and/or external
requirements by:
►Requesting long term plans and spending

estimates from committees and staff;

► Analyzing financial implications of long-
term plans for church growth and
responsibilities;

► Developing finance strategies to meet
long-term plans; and

► Seeking guidance from the Board
respecting priorities of long-term plans.

What HaveWe Been UpTo?
The new Treasurer Peter Miller came to the
committee with the knowledge he had a lot to
learn.. The committee helped where needed:
our first meeting with Peter was acquainting
him with the flow of the fiscal year, when
taxes should be files, when the gst rebate
should be completed, when financials should
be finalized to be sent to our accountant, who
would now be signing authority for the Credit
Union, etc. A lot to take in.

We continue meeting every 3 months or so
by zoom. In January budget requests came in
and were incorporated into the first draft of
budget. By the time it came to looking at the
actual pledges that came in the committee
decided to do a bare bones budget but still
came up short. The treasurer took this to the
meeting(board). At the time of this reading
the budget will have been adjusted and be
presented to the board ready to be voted on
by the congregation.

Otherwise we continue to monitor all
financial monthly activity. We also realize
that not all of the mandate is done every year.
Especially working with committees on a
quarterly basis to review their expenditures.
That means that we will also be reviewing the
mandate this next fiscal year.

Finance Committee
Janet Toeves
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Nota Bene
Peter Miller (treasurer), Janet Toews (finance
chair), and one other individual (yet to be
asked) have been tasked with reviewing and
if necessary changing the policies of the
Finance Committee.

We understand that other committees might
also be asked to review their policies as well.
While we were working on the budget we
advised the board that we needed to postpone
the review until after June 2021 AGM.

Membership
The current committee members are Janet
Toews, Craig Edwards, Norm Mayer, and
Peter Miller (Treasurer).

The Finance Committee chair or contact
person is a member of the Finance
Committee. The committee works in
consultation with all committee chairs and
staff.

As of course you know, David Livingston
died last summer. We mourn the loss of this
very caring member of our committee.

We also accepted the resignation of Peter
Hill-Caroll. We do call on him when needed.
He was helping the committee with the final
budget numbers.

(Janet Toews has officially given notice that
she will be stepping down from the finance
committee the fiscal year ending June 2022.)
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Friends of Refuge
Debby Lake

Mandate:
►To sponsor (or partner with other

community or family groups to sponsor)
prospective UNHCR refugee applicants to
Canada.

► To provide support in assembling and
completing applications to the Canadian
Government.

► To collect financial donations and
donations in kind for financial support of
newcomers.

► To provide financial support to refugees,
as required by the Canadian Government,
when they arrive in Winnipeg and
throughout their first year.

► To organize volunteers for settlement
activities.

► To assist newcomers in accessing the
services they need in order to successfully
integrate into their new life in Canada.

► To maintain financial records and report
as required to the church and the
Canadian Government.

Accomplishments
►Raised funds by selling rain barrels (May/

June 2020, net $4639) and sweet corn
(August/September 2020, net $2387). We
donated 10% of the proceeds to the
church.

► Gratefully received a transfer of $21,954
fromWestworth United Church’s refugee
fund and various donations from our own
church members.

► Submitted applications to sponsor 8
refugees from Burundi: 4 men (one of
whom has a wife and two children still in
Burundi) who were part of the Unitarian
Church in Bujumbura Burundi and now
reside as refugees in Kigali Rwanda; and
4 brothers (currently in Kampala Uganda)
of the Burundian family who arrived here
in 2018.

► Stayed in
contact with
the newcomers who arrived in 2018 (6
from Syria, 8 from Burundi, and 2 babies
born in Canada) to offer support, advice,
and donated items.

►Managed correspondence and financial
records.

► Responded to new requests for
information about refugee sponsorship
and support.

► Informed the church board and
congregation of our plans and activities
through announcements and publications.

Future Plans
►Maintain correspondence with the office

of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship
Canada (IRCC) to track the progress of
our sponsorship applications.

► Once our sponsorship applications have
been approved and settlement of the
refugees in Winnipeg seems likely, we
will start to collect furniture, clothing and
household items to set up their
households, and make plans for housing
and other settlement work.

► Continue to offer support to our
previously settled newcomer families as
needed.

Membership
Active members this year: Adina Lyon, Dale
Alderson, Debby Lake Fran Russell, Kent
Klostreich, Lynn Clark, and Marian Siemens.
We thank Cate Ziegler (Board Liaison) and
many others who contributed ideas, money,
items, time and energy to our fundraising
work this year.
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Green Action Committee
PeterMiller andMarg Friesen (Co-chairs)

Mandate
In support of our seventh principle, the
purpose of the Green Action Committee is to
engage cooperatively with other committees
and members of the congregation to make our
church a greener place by enhancing our
congregational and individual awareness and
practices, and to make our church a catalyst
for environmentally sustainable change in the
broader community.

Responsibilities
1. Make periodic environmental audits and
surveys of the practices of the congregation
and post them on the website

2. Identify and recommend improvements

3. Provide liaisons to other committees

4. Education on environmental issues and
green practices

5. Participation in and support for other
environmental groups in the community

6. Research into best practices

7. Initiate green projects in our church, e.g.
composting, garden, and support for local
farmers

8. Public advocacy through letters briefs,
presentations, participation in demonstrations

9. Annual reporting.

Meetings
All via video-conferencing- The “business”
of GAC was mostly conducted through
emails exchanges. End of June 2020 (held
after the GAC for the 2019-2020 Annual
Report was submitted), November (Green
Visionaries), April 2 (regular meeting) , April
14t (special meeting with Liz Redston for
input from GAC into plans for Celebration
Park).

Activities
Most of our usual activities were curtailed by
the covid related public health restrictions.

► Raised Vegetable (Veggie) Beds. The
proposal submitted by GAC, GS and the
Social Justice Team (SJT) to the Board to
construct and maintain raised vegetable
beds in the NE corner of our back yard
was accepted. Amajor activity was
building, planting and maintaining the
raised vegetable (veggie) beds. The raised
beds were installed last summer with a
small vegetables harvest in the fall.
Various church members have been caring
for the raised beds and planting for this
year’s crop is underway. The goal is to
“grow good for those who are food
insecure and to engage with our
community” e.g. contribute to Winnipeg
Harvest.

► Garbage and recycling: The need for
GAC involvement was greatly reduced
because of next to no in-church activities.
Winnipeg Harvest pre-packages food
items so there is little waste and
composting. Kitchen users and Harvest,
backed up by custodian, are responsible
for emptying garbage and recycling
containers into the appropriate city bins
outside. Winnipeg’s curbside pickup cycle
requires congregational members (or
custodian, since health restriction due to
covid) set out garbage and recycling bins
for pickup Mondays. When we resume
meetings at the church, GAC should
review the “Rules for setting out carts and
church” email sent by Carolyn Garlich on
December 24, 2019.

► Recycling of small batteries, pop tin tabs:
No involvement by GAC at this time.

► Composting: GAC members and other
volunteers layer the compost with leaves,
turn it, and, when mature, spread on
flower beds. Jennifer oversees the
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composting. Members can add food items
to the composting bins.

► Gardens, landscape, rain barrels, bird
feeders. GAC members have performed
or coordinated activities to plant and
maintain flower and veggie beds, install
and fill bird feeders, trim and weed
vegetation. Michael and Jennifer oversee
much of this work. Jennifer and Wendy
attend the birdfeeders.

► Trees on the grounds: No involvement by
GAC at this time.

►Window hits by birds have been an on
going-concern. In consultation with
Properties (Michael) Jennifer Johnsen and
Kevin Macdonald installed a pilot “zen”
curtain on one sanctuary window for
assessment. Some church members were
not pleased with the “look”. It was
requested that there be a broader
conversation with the congregation about
this.

► Green Visionaries: work continues.

► Green Sanctuary Accreditation: “Green
Sanctuary is a UU accreditation program
(sponsored by UUA) intended to
galvanize congregation-wide green
understanding and action coupled with
social justice”. The Green Sanctuary
program launched a revision of its
program called: Green Sanctuary 2020: A
Faithful Response to Climate Urgency.
For our church, two assessments have
been prepared and can be refined for a
formal application to the Green Sanctuary
Program and can serve as a starting point
leading to new actions and goals.

► Celebration Park Input: Liz Redston noted
our suggestions and concerns at a special
meeting on April 14th.

► Sunday Services: The Earth Day Service
(April 18, 2021), traditionally prepared by
the GAC was ably led by student minster

Nicole McKay. The title was “Restore
Our Earth.”

► Children’s Activities – On-going
discussion. Curtailed because of covid
related health restrictions.

► UU Environmental Monitoring
Committee – Inactive. Carolyn Garlich
continues as the representative.

►Web presence: The GAC mandate and
responsibilities are listed on the church
website. Marlene Schellenberg drew up
a draft of possible additions (email of
Sept. 5, 2020).

► Public Meetings on Environmental Issues.
None were hosted this year. Peter sent an
email to Manitoba Eco-Network indicting
that the GAC is interested in participating
in any forum (virtual or not) for the
upcoming federal election. The Executive
Director replied he would bring it to the
MbEN board and that a group called
Green Pac has been organizing events in
Manitoba as part of their 100 Debates on
the Environment campaign. The ED from
Green Action Centre indicated that group
may also be interested in participating.

Leadership
Succession of leadership of the GAC. Peter
and Marg’s 3 year term as c-chairs of GAC is
ending at the end of June 2021 and new
leadership for this committee is required.

Future Activities
Continue with Green Sanctuary accreditation;
improve GAC web presence and
communications; participate in development
of Celebration Park; follow-up on Faithful
Footprints (an ecumenical initiative to green
church buildings); work with the A team on
accessibility issues; regular monitoring of the
UU-GAC emails; possible Sunday service
topics: Artificial intelligence (AI),
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environmental ethics, electric vehicles (EV),
more livable and sustainable communities
with possible speaker, Winnipeg resident
Hazel Borys of PlaceMaker Team (had winter
installations called river Bank Gallery and the
Serpentine Maze on the frozen river last
winter).

Membership
Regular GAC attendees: Marg Friesen and
Peter Miller (co-chairs), Alvin Yee, Carolyn
Garlich, Kitana Degen, Jennifer Johnsen, Joe
Matula, Cate Ziegler, Wendy Bowman

Michael Thiessen is a ‘silent member/
partner” opting to do various outdoor ground
activates rather than spend time at a GAC
meeting indoors.

Green Sanctuary (an augmented GAC lead by
Cate) and various gardening related activities:
Marlene Schellenberg, Brent Kroeker, Lara
Hunter, Bonnie Thiessen, Heather Emberley,
Adina Lyon.

Many other members of the congregation
assisted with the activities listed above.

Invited speaker: Liz Reston (Celebration
Park).

Newcomers welcome. Committee members
welcome questions about the committee and
its activities.
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Harvest
Brian Klowak

This marks the beginning of the second year
our church food bank is operating during our
pandemic. Our operation is simplified with
seven volunteers and food items that come
pre-packaged from Harvest Manitoba. We
continue to practice the recommended health
precautions of all participants wearing masks,
tables and surfaces being wiped down, and
observing social distancing.

Clients continue to come once every four
weeks. The number of households on our
client lists varies from approximately 17 to 34
per week.

Volunteers arrive around 8:00 a.m., the food
truck arrives between 8:30 and 9:00, and most
clients arrive at 9:00 but others trickle in
before and after that time.

There were concerns that this past winter
would be challenging keeping clients warm
but this was manageable with clients waiting
in vehicles or sitting socially distanced in the
church. Fortunately Thursday food bank days
were not the coldest of days.

Due to the generosity of our congregation we
distributed mandarin oranges, and apples
when oranges were unavailable, at the end of
2020 and continue to distribute powdered
milk on Thursdays with the balance of
donations.

We will again be open throughout July and
August this year as our volunteers are
available. Also being open causes no
disruption in providing food for clients.

Membership
Brian Klowak, Debby Lake, Anne Morton,
Lawrence Pauls, Josh Robern, Jenny Gerbasi,
and Doug Wasyliw
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Lay Chaplain Report
Darlene Payne

During the past year Barb Shearer, our Lay
Chaplain took a leave of absence from her
duties . In her place Darlene Payne, a former
Lay Chaplain, took over the two weddings
that had been scheduled. The ceremonies took
place in July and August of 2020.

With the restrictions surrounding the Covid
19 pandemic, gatherings such as weddings
had severe reduced guest limits. Due to the
limitations, requests for lay chaplain services
have not been coming in to the church office.

A ceremony was performed in April, and
there is one, possibly two happening in
August.

We have two church members who have
indicated that they would like to do the
training to become lay chaplains, and as soon
as training is offered from the CUC we will
encourage them to undertake the training.

Until that time Darlene Payne will take
incoming requests for wedding ceremonies.
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Nominations Committee
Larry Phillips

Requirements
Our bylaws stipulate the following:

► The Board of Directors of the Church
shall consist of a minimum of 7 and a
maximum of 9 directors.

► A director shall be a member of the
church for at least 12 months, who is at
least 18 years of age and not bankrupt.

► The term of office of a director shall
normally be three years. The term of
office of a director may be one year if
they are serving as Past President
immediately after completing all or part
of one or two three year terms.

We recommend that the church bylaws be
amended to indicate that the term of a director
shall normally be two years rather than the
current three. This would make it easier to
recruit people to the board and may help
facilitate members completing their terms.

This would bring us in line with a
recommendation from Volunteer Manitoba.
One candidate would participate in a two year
term remotely via Zoom, after a move out of
province. It is exciting to have this capacity,
which will be reviewed by the board over
time.

The willingness of five returning members
and four new candidates to serve on the board
is appreciated. Thank you also to the six UUs
who nominated potential candidates or
provided references.

The Nominating Committee is pleased to
report that the individuals shown in the 2122
column have agreed to stand for election to
our Board of Directors for the following
terms:
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Marjorie Doyle
I first was brought to the church on Banning
Street in 1966 by my then boyfriend, eventual
husband Martin Gerrard. He was a lifelong
Unitarian. I signed the book in 1968 and we
were married in the church in front of the
beautiful organ by Norman Naylor. After our
marriage we were involved in the Extended
Family initiative. Shirley Kitchen is the one
remaining member of my Extended Family
still at our church. We loved participating
with our “family”. Got practice babysitting,
cutting down Christmas trees and lots of
meals together.

Both of our children Margo and Buck were
dedicated by John Gilbert – one at home and
the other in the church. When they got older
both were enrolled the in church school. I
occasionally helped downstairs and then RE
director Lynn Picard asked me to do a
monthly newsletter for the parents. My
children stayed into junior high, and I thank
the church for the OWL program. It was a
great help to both kids.

For several years I have been a First UU
Winnipeg delegate to the CUCAGM and
have been pleased to attend two AGMs in
person – one in Vancouver and another in
Hamilton. With other Winnipeg UUs I have
attended a couple of Western Regional events
as well. Got to know my fellow travellers a
lot more and shared my life with them as
well.

I became the editor of the Communicator
when the former editor could not continue.
Millie Rochester was on sabbatical at the
time, but I talked with Andrea and away we
went. I have been producing the
Communicator since then. Presently I am part
of the Office Admin team which was formed
after Pamela retired. I monitor the emails and
phone calls. I’m just one of many on the
team.

When I was eight years old, I became a

Brownie in Girl Guides of Canada / Guides
du Canada and have been a member ever
since. I have worn many hats ending as
Provincial Commissioner for Manitoba. I was
a member of the National Communications
Committee who was responsible for
investigating a new Promise and Law for our
organization with a lot of input from both
girls and Guiders. This was the first Promise
that gave members the option of choosing
spiritual beliefs or God (the word God has
now been removed). I remember announcing
that at church one Sunday. I am still involved
but in a much smaller way as a member of the
Crocus Trefoil Guild. We are mostly retired
Guiders who still meet and do service
projects and enjoy time together.

When I moved back to Winnipeg after my
separation and divorce, I purchased a condo
and I have been on the board for many years.
Covid has been a trying time but the board is
working hard to have a healthy reserve fund
while also doing the necessary upgrades as
they come up. I also volunteer with the
WRHAworking at flu clinics, school
immunization days and presently at a Covid
testing site.

Both my kids live here, and Buck has been a
constant visitor during Covid. When we were
allowed two visitors my daughter also visited
occasionally. She lives in the family home in
Birds Hill. I am an avid reader of mysteries
and love to crochet and during the last year
started working on a quilt I started when I
was 18 – life got in the way until now.

Janine Reid
Janine (she/her) is committed to equity,
accessibility, inclusion, and being in right
relationship with others in her outlook on life,
which aligns well with Unitarian Universalist
principles! Her involvement with First UU
Church of Winnipeg over the past 5 years
includes regularly attending Sunday services,
being an RE guide for 2+ years, part of the
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choir, the Accessibility and Inclusion
Ministry (A-Team), and wholeheartedly
enjoying everybody's birthday celebration
(both baking and eating the delicious
confectionery). Otherwise, she loves board
games, cycling (including winter
commuting), multiple other sports, and
reading. She is a doctor in Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation (trained in Winnipeg and
Northern BC), grew up in Vancouver, and is
returning to ruralish BC for work and to be
near family. Janine grew up UUadjacent with
occasional attendance at services and RE, and
has cherished reconnecting with the religious
principles, reflective space, community, and
congregation in Winnipeg, keeping her
grounded and invigorated over the past 5
years. She is looking forward to continuing
this deep relationship, and to the opportunity
of working with the congregation to continue
acting on community values and vision as
part of the Board.

Marlene Schellenberg
Marlene has been attending First UU Church
of Winnipeg since 2008 and became a
member in 2013. She has served on the
Worship Team (formerly the Sunday Services
Committee), was a member of the Friends of
Refuge team and has been a Pastoral Care
Associate for more than three years. She also
serves on the Social Justice Team, the Green
Action Committee, and works with others to
continue to develop the church archives.
Living her faith through serving our
congregation and reaching out to the wider
world is important to her and is what gives
her life meaning.

Professionally, Marlene was a teacher for 26
years, working as a French language
specialist and a Music, English, and History
teacher.

She has a daughter and partner and delights in
connecting with the many children in her
large extended family.

Ryan Spies
Ryan Spies (he/him) has been a member of
First UU Church of Winnipeg since 2016 and
has lived in Winnipeg since 2013. He has
been in the choir, helped with events like the
yard sale, and has always been trying to find
ways to support the congregation to the best
of his ability by doing various tasks here and
there. In college he first learned about
Unitarian Universalism through the book “A
Chosen Faith,” and later in life he found it to
be a good fit for him. Unitarian Universalism
has been a very positive force in his life, and
he’s glad that First UU has given him space to
maintain a humanist view of the universe
while allowing him to participate in rituals
marking the wheel of the year.

When Ryan first came to Winnipeg, he started
out as a graduate student of nuclear physics
after graduating with degrees in physics and
religion. Upon completion of his Master’s
degree, he worked in various jobs before his
current position as a computer applications
developer at a local engineering firm that
specializes in developing water infrastructure
that is resilient to climate change. His hobbies
include learning languages beyond the
English and French he already knows,
enjoying science fiction and fantasy works,
practicing Aikido, and playing the banjo.
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Office AdminGroup of Volunteers
Marjorie Doyle

Mandate
A group of volunteers was brought together a
year ago to take on the administrative tasks
performed by our now retired Office
Administrator Pamela Johnson. We have been
meeting monthly on Zoom to share
information and to stay connected.

Volunteers
For the information of the congregation here
is a list of volunteers and the tasks they have
taken on:

Rev Meghann has been there as a contact
between our group and the Board as well as
giving guidance as we move forward.

Larry Phillips – general administrative
duties in the church office as well as taking
responsibility for paying bills, setting up
automatic payments for some of our regular
payments, doing any mailings necessary,
keeping the membership list up to date as
well as updating the Church Directory. He has
also set up a new system for off-site backup
of our computer systems and any upgrades to
computer programs needed. Any other duties
that need to be done by a person at the church
office has been on his list of tasks. He has
been devoting about five hours per week on
these tasks.

Anne Bigelow – has taken on all
bookkeeping duties that in the past were out-
sourced. Anne physically attends the church
office and her tasks take about five hours per
week.

Laurie Marcella – is keeping up the church
calendar that is available for the public to see.
This position has been evolving as time goes
along and Laurie is learning more and more
as she moves along in this position. The time
commitment varies depending on what is
happening with the congregation.

Jenny Gerbasi – took charge of the weekly
all church email (which sometimes goes out

more than once a week). Jenny volunteered 2-
3 hours per week on this task. She is
presently taking a break.

Marjorie Doyle – is checking our emails and
phones as well as booking zoom rooms for
church committee meetings. The time
commitment varies depending on what is
happening. Phone calls have been sparce as
most people hang up when they don’t get a
live person.

Liz Redston and Darlene Payne have taken
on rentals duties as well as sorting out many,
many files and arranging for shredding.

Most members of the volunteer admin team
have agreed to continue doing these tasks
until the spring of 2022 or until the
administrative position has been filled.

Accomplishments
Below is a description of what Liz and
Darlene have accomplished:

►We have done a massive clean-up of old
files identifying what needs to be kept for
archives and what we could shred. We
sent almost 50 boxes out for external
shredding. It was fun to see some of the
content from more than 20 years or so and
are now in great shape with our records
management.

► Important papers like building plans and
permits are now gathered in one area and
we are in the process of creating a proper
inventory of these documents and
archives has a variety of new items to
catalog and process.

►We have been managing our rentals since
May 2020, bringing in much needed
revenue.

►We have developed covid protocols for
gathering safely in our space according to
the provincial guidelines and responding
as the rules changed thorough the year for
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allowable numbers

►Our main client for rentals continues to be
Ethical Deathcare and we have worked
closely to ensure we have good processes
in place to effectively manage their
business and provide a positive supportive
experience.

►We are looking at a strategic review of
rentals to identify new opportunities for
revenue that are easy for us to manage
and a good fit for our space.

►We are looking for another person to join
our Rentals team as a back-up to Darlene
and Liz
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Pastoral Care TeamAnnual Report
Bonnie Thiessen and Esmat Elhami, Co-Coordinators

Mandate
The Mandate of the Pastoral Care Team is to
work collaboratively with the Minister to
coordinate appropriate, effective responses to
address the pastoral care needs of members
and friends of our church. The Pastoral Care
Team is responsible to the Board of Directors
through the Board Liaison for the committee
cluster based on the church organization
chart. The Pastoral Care Team, in keeping
with our covenant “to accept and care for
each other” has a primary goal of supporting
and encouraging members and friends of the
church in their efforts to function as a Caring
Community – to know that they will be cared
for and to care for others.

Members of the Pastoral Care Team are
dedicated to providing compassionate
support. They seek to be genuinely present
when serving - whether as host at our table on
Sunday morning, or in any other capacity.
They respect the confidentiality of all people
and share information to the appropriate
Pastoral Care Team personnel only as
necessary to provide this support. When
specifically requested by the person involved
or their family, they may also pass on
information to the members and friends of
Our Caring Community.

Our Caring Community
Associates:A small team of dedicated and
trained volunteers who, together with our
minister, offer one-on-one support to
members and friends of our caring
community. Training is provided both in an
ongoing fashion at our monthly meetings and
in special training sessions offered by our
minister. Initially all Associates must
successfully pass a Vulnerable Sector Check
(an enhanced Criminal Record Check) and a
Criminal Record Check every 2 years
thereafter.

Candles of Caring:A small team of

volunteers who seek to support our caring
community’s desire to be there for each other.
They do this through compassionate listening
and respectful sharing of candles that mark
our challenges, difficulties, celebrations and
everything in between. In response to the
COVID 19 crisis, we developed a virtual
ritual using stones and the ripples they make
as they are dropped into water to mark the
sharing out to our whole caring community.

Greeting Cards:A small team of volunteers
who wish to support our caring community’s
desire to connect with others by providing
quality greeting cards that members and
friends may send to anyone who might
appreciate support and
encouragement. During the COVID 19 crisis,
when we could not provide cards, we
encouraged everyone to reach out to others
with phone calls, cards and notes on their
own.

Elders Gatherings: The gatherings provide
an opportunity for elders, their care partners
and family members to get together and
connect with others in a friendly, welcoming
setting. We also offer a short informative and
inspiring program and provide light
refreshments each month. We also prepare a
monthly newsletter, “Checking In” that
contains news especial for our elders (our
wise ones).

Elders Reflections:We have often wanted to
support more in-depth elder’s discussions.
Having to postpone our on-site Elder’s
Gatherings gave us the push we needed, and
Faith Development and Pastoral Care
collaborated to offer a virtual group for
elders. Elders Reflections is not intended to
replace our regular Elders Gatherings as the
two groups minister to different populations.
However, both may prove to be important
ways for our elders to connect.

Telephone Connections:As we practiced
“physical distancing” during the COVID 19
crisis, many felt a need for more connection
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with others. In response, we formed a “Phone
Tree” – a low-tech response that fit the bill for
quite a few – especially those who live on
their own and/or don’t have ready access to a
computer. Once a week they connect to share
church news and to have a wee visit. It’s been
a big success and may be another program we
want to consider maintaining after the crisis is
over.

Email Group: Our Caring Community Email
Group connects members and friends in a
meaningful way – even when they cannot
attend church. It’s a platform where we can
share what’s in our hearts and allows us to
“be there” for each other by listening and
offering support as we’re able. It has been
very helpful in addressing pressing needs;
such a rides, food and other practical
supports. It is greatly appreciated by many for
the way it keeps us all connected and “in the
know” about each other and ways we can
help and support one other. It helped our 110
members and their families keep socially
connected even as we were physically apart.

Sermons in Print: The updated version of
the Zoom allows live transcriptions. A group
of 4 volunteers edit and prepare scripts of the
sermons. After Rev. Meghann, or the Service
Leader, reviews and approves the script, the
sermons are mailed, either electronically or in
print to members and friends of the church.

This Year’s Highlights
Training
►Rev. Meghann offered the “Building Our

Caring Community” course.

► Regular monthly, case-specific training
and support for our Associates.

► Sharing of information and support for
our community as appropriate.

Stewardship

Personnel
►Keeping meeting time to a minimum:

Associates meet via Zoom. Meetings are
time sensitive. We have had no in-person
meetings this year. In the past, smaller,
working teams met only as necessary,
usually briefly (15 minutes or less).

►We are building greater team capacity and
flexibility by sharing openly between our
various associates so that in case of
sickness or other absence we are able to
fill in for each other.

►We are attempting to incorporate on-going
succession planning as we move forward.

► This year we moved to have two co-
coordinators and this has worked well.

Resources
►Over the years we have created an

exhaustive Pastoral Care Handbook that is
an excellent team resource. It is updated
with current information in an ongoing
fashion. It allows members of our
Associates Team to fill in for each other
as necessary.

► Our resource directory was updated as
new resources became available. It has
proved helpful in identifying reputable
community services our Caring
Community.

►We have in the past been using locally
sourced bees-wax candles and have found
the best location for lighting candles
during the service. However, we are
discussing options for when in-person
gatherings and blended services become
the norm. We know that burning candles
is not environmentally ethical and, given
our budget restrictions the cost is
prohibitive. So we are considering using
the adapted Candles of Caring ritual of
dropping stones into a bowl of water on
an ongoing basis.
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►We have a locally sourced & affordable
supplier for blank greeting cards. Cards
feature church photographs and our logo.

Communication
►When serving in their Pastoral Care

capacity, Associates seek to be present
authentically and to listen deeply to
members and friends of our community.

► “Building Our Caring Community” was
offered by Rev. Meghann Robern. This
class is for all who wish to deepen their
skills of listening and engaging with
others in meaningful ways – creating the
web of the community that keeps us in
covenant with each other.

► “Candles of Caring” and “Our Caring
Community E-mail Group” are now both
sharing the thoughts for which candles are
lit on Sunday morning.

►We continued to send out “Checking In”,
our monthly newsletter for our Elders and
to our community at large via Our Caring
Community. Elders Reflections was held
on a monthly basis was facilitated by
Andrea.

►We also organized Phone Connections in
response to the crisis. It’s a low-tech way
to connect that is greatly appreciated by a

number of folks.

► All Zoom links and information for the
Sunday Services, Wednesday Vespers,
Thursdays Drop-In Community Chat,
Elder Reflections, as well as updates and
links for COVID Vaccination have been
shared via Our Caring Community e-mail
group. People really appreciated this
service.

►We invite members and friends of the
church to reach out to us when there is a
need for support. We offer a
compassionate listening ear as well as
provide pastoral support in long-term
illnesses, etc. We can also provide
information about other supports that may
be available.

Contact us at
pastoralcare@uuwinnipeg.mb.ca. We are
always open to constructive feedback and we
welcome your ideas!

Future Directions
Our future plans are included above. Our goal
is simply to be responsive to the community’s
needs and to strengthen and support our faith
community as best we can. We are partners in
this endeavour.
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Minister
Rev. Meghann Robern

Associates
Bonnie Thiessen, Coordinator

Esmat Elhami, Coordinator

Lynn Clark

Marlene Schellenberg

Sarah Paisley

Candles of Caring
Marlene Schellenberg, Coordinator

Ashlyn Noble

Esmat Elhami

Sarah Paisley

Bonnie Thiessen

Greeting Card Table
Esmat Elhami, Coordinator

No in-person volunteers this year

Elders Gatherings & Newsletter
Lynn Clark, Coordinator

Bonnie Thiessen

Heather Emberley

with assistance from

Adult Programming, Sonya Watson

Telephone Connections
Esmat Elhami, Coordinator

Elders Reflections
Andrea James, DLFD

Email Group
Bonnie Thiessen, Coordinator

Ashlyn Noble

Odell Havsdotter

Sermons in Print
Bonnie Thiessen, Coordinator

Carol Carver

Lorie Battershill

Sharon Wickman

Doreen Stroud

Our Caring Community Personnel
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Properties
Michael Thiessen

Report
Michael Theisen is gathering estimates for
work that must be done, which includes
repairing of flat roof in the foyer, painting the
windows and pointing the stone work as per
insurance requirements. Also waiting on
estimate for repairing and painting of the
sanctuary.

We are collaborating with AIM on
accessibility modifications.

We are also in discussion with the celebration
garden team.

Properties is teaming with a covenant group
to clean the yard with free supplies from Take
Pride Winnipeg.

Michael has supplied and installed flowers in
the front flower bed.

The fire pit in the back was rusted out. This
posed a fire hazard and was being used by
people experiencing homelessness. It has
since has been removed.

Permit Update
City of Winnipeg has confirmed that permits
for the back deck and front entrance walkway
have been signed off.

Special Thanks
We wish to thank Peter Hill-Carroll for his
help this past year in Properties.
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Religious Exploration Committee
Carolyn Hill-Carroll.

Membership
Carolyn Hill-Carroll (chair), Pat Lane, Rob
Malo, Andrea James DLFD (ex-officio)

Mandate
The RE committee serves the mission of the
church by ministering to and with the
children, youth, their families and the
volunteers serving them.

Accomplishments
Focus on children and their families
The RE Committee has worked with DLFD
Andrea in a supportive and consultative role.
One of the activities accomplished by the RE
Committee with Andrea's inspiration and
guidance has been the delivery of RE
Packages to all the homes of the thirty-one
families with children 12 and under who have
participated in the RE programme in recent
years. We have provided this outreach
quarterly in the 2020-2021 church year, with
the last drop-off to occur in June. Each of the
family packets had individualized notes to the
children and parents, and were created from
the RE supply stock cupboard in the church.

The responses from parents and children have
been very positive, with expressions of
appreciation for this connection from our
church, for the opportunity to have hands-on
experience with UU ideas, as well as
gratitude for the support to have interactive
experiences about UUism within their
families. While the RE Packets were safely
delivered to the doors of the families,
sometimes parents or children greeted us at
their doors with enthusiasm for our drop-offs.

Support for parents and caregivers
The RE Committee recognized early on that
adults were overwhelmed due to the
pandemic, and parents in particular. Support
to parents and caregivers included the

offering of three new programs:

► Parents and Caregivers as Sexuality
Educators (providing Our Whole Lives
sexuality education support to parents and
caregivers). Five participants registered,
and the facilitators assessed that the
participants found the course to be very
beneficial.

► Parents of Preschoolers (POP!) - an
online, monthly-themed, video and
worksheet program for parents and
caregivers. Though geared to parents of
very young children, we’ve found parents
of much-older children are engaging well
with it too.

► Taking the Power Struggle Out of
Parenting and Caregiving (a healthy-
communication program for families).
Fifteen people initially registered, while
nine were able to participate. Those who
participated generally expressed how
valuable the course was to them.

Weekly RE for children
►DLFDAndrea and the RE Committee

hosted a brief weekly online gathering for
children just prior to our Sunday service.
Andrea refers to it as our ministry of
connection and love; while there is a
loose plan each week utilizing the church
monthly themes and the POP themes, it
was really an opportunity for children to
share about their lives with each other.
There was always at least one family’’s
children in attendance, sometimes
children from three families at a time.
However, while less than eight families
participated and the participating children
appeared to enjoy themselves, it was
decided that we would try a different
approach next year which might meet
more of the needs and interests of more of
the RE families.
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Monthly RE for Youth
►Religious Educators across the Western

Region of the CUC pooled resources to
create a monthly program for all our
youth, with different ways and times they
could connect.

►We began with five unique offerings each
month; and have since reduced that to
two. However, the Winnipeg Youth did
not participate in these events.

Five Aspirations Video
Five of the Winnipeg RE children, with
Andrea’s guidance, created a video that aired
during a national worship service in
November, about the five aspirations of
Canadian Unitarian Universalism. Download
here: https://youtu.be/MJTWz46JWmY

Challenges
The committee has not been successful in
recruiting new members to fill the vacancies
left when two members ended their terms
with the committee. It is anticipated that the
small committee size will limit the support
available to implement plans for next year’s
RE programming.

Looking Forward
It is expected that RE programming will not
be in-person next year. Community,
connection and caring will be centred in RE’s
approach to programming, with less focus on
specific curriculum but guided by UU
principles and sources. RE families and youth
are to be contacted to learn from them their
interests and availability to participate in
programming.

Some of the potential ideas include:

For children, a weekly Sunday morning event
will be discontinued. Instead, there may be
monthly multigenerational gatherings, with
children in attendance. These monthly events
could be family led events, with RE
Committee and Andrea in supportive roles by
providing UU context such as with opening &
closing words, and references to UU
principles and sources; and admin support
such as booking zoom and advertising the
event.

For youth, it is hoped that there will be an
opportunity to host an online OWL like
program for the junior youth, as well as
something that is purely fun oriented.

For parents and caregivers, there is the
potential for offering another series each of
the Powerful Non-defensive Communication
Taking the Power Struggle out of Parenting
classes and the Caregivers and Parents as
Sexuality Educators course as they both were
very well received in the 2020-2021 church
year.

Once Public Health regulations permit and a
decision has been made to have in-person
church services and activities, the RE
Committee and Andrea will reassess the
online programming. It is anticipated that RE
programming may change to a new model of
Montessorri like theme based classes rather
than reverting to the previous model of age
specific classroom settings.

Depending on the resources of the RE
Committee and the church it is hoped that
when in-person programming does resume
that it will be within a multi-platform
approach.
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Share the Plate Program
Lara Hunter

The offering, on a Sunday morning, is a ritual
part of the service reminding us that we must
still keep our capacity to give. Through
Share the Plate, even a dollar or two from
each of us is an opportunity to make a
difference in the wider community and to
practice that form of love we call generosity.
Each week we share our open plate, cash
offering equally with a community charity
selected by the members of the Social Justice
Team.

Information about the work of each
organization is included in church e-mails and
announcements and each is invited to send a
representative to share their story in person
with our congregation during the month.

Charities were selected, based on the
following criteria:

► That the organization be local

► Be a registered non-profit and have a
charitable tax ID Number

►Have values congruent with our Unitarian
Universalist principles

► Benefit from our relatively small financial
donation

► Form relationships with the congregation

The list of charities with which we partnered
in 2020/2021:

Villa Rosa (July/ August 2020) is a prenatal
and postnatal residence in Winnipeg, MB,
offering a wide variety of programs in a safe
and nurturing environment. Any single,
pregnant woman or new mother in need may
access our services.

Villa Rosa’s mission is to provide support to
mothers, babies and their families during and
after pregnancy.

LITE, Local Investment Toward
Employment (September 2020) is
Winnipeg's foundation dedicated to job
creation for people that need a hand up into

work and out of poverty.

For over 20 years, LITE has created jobs for
people in Winnipeg’s inner city who are
struggling with homelessness, an abusive
relationship, or an addiction. And if you've
grown up in poverty, there can be real barriers
to working your way out - A family crisis. A
missed bill. A record. Because of our donors,
LITE is able to provide our partner
organizations with funding to train and hire
Winnipeggers in-need to work and gain
experience for future long-term employment.

Candace House (October 2020) mission is to
provide a safe and comforting day refuge for
victims and survivors of crime navigating the
court process.

Candace House will offer access to holistic
and culturally appropriate resources and
referrals as well as victim support services in
a way that promotes empowerment and
resilience.

Candace House will endeavor to contribute to
the leadership in the victim services sector
through effective and strategic use of
collaborative partnerships.

The Mood Disorders Association of
Manitoba (November 2020) is a self-help
organization dedicated to providing support,
education and advocacy for those living with
mental health illnesses. We do this through
programs like: band camp, Woman's support
groups, youth groups, Family support groups,
bipolar and addictions support groups, peer to
peer phone support, Cognitive Behavior
Therapy and more

Leading Change is a 9 week program
intended for adults struggling with a crystal
meth addiction. This program will guide
participants in identifying healthier
behaviours through the use of peer support,
body mapping and CBT. This program is free
of charge and dinner will be provided each
week. Bus transportation subsidies are
available.
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Sleep in Heavenly Peace (December 2020)
knows that Child bedlessness is a national
problem, and as a national nonprofit with
chapters spread across the country, SHP has
provided the solution. We are a volunteer
organization that builds beds for kids who are
sleeping on the floor and there are multiple
ways to get involved right here on our CAN-
MB-Winnipeg page.

Two Ten Recovery Inc.’s (January 2021)
mission is to provide abstinent based
accommodations in safe and structured
environments for men and women in recovery
from drug and/or alcohol addiction. The
mandate of the project is to help individuals
who have a desire to stay sober.

The Rainbow Harmony Project (February
2021) works to create a more accepting
society by accessing a broad spectrum of
society through the quality of our
performances, by breaking down the
foundations of homophobia and transphobia
through our diversity and visibility, and by
expressing the wants, desires and stories of
our lives through the unique power of music.

Inclusion Winnipeg (March 2021) is a
registered charity which, for 60 years, has
been dedicated to making life better for
children and adults living with intellectual
disabilities. We do this by connecting people,
assisting their families to navigate systems
and leading the way in advancing their human
rights. We promote respect, empowerment
and belonging to ensure equality for all.

Trees Winnipeg, or The Coalition to Save
the Elms (April 2021), is a non-profit
organization founded in 1992 in response to
the heightened threat of Dutch elm disease to
Winnipeg's extraordinary American elms. In
recent years, we've expanded our mission to
also promote species diversity, tree planting,
and Heritage trees. Get to know us better by
coming out to our events and workshops!

Safe Housing and Directed Empowerment,
or S.H.A.D.E. Inc. (May 2021), is a
registered charity in Winnipeg, Manitoba with
a goal of providing second stage housing for
immigrant and refugee women and their
children who have been impacted by
domestic abuse/family violence.

Second stage housing programs provide
housing and supports for women who have
left abusive relationships as they make plans
for independent living

Prairie Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre Inc.
(June 2021) is a non-profit organization
whose main goal is to treat injured and
orphaned wildlife and to successfully release
them back into their natural habitat. To
maximize survival rates and ensure
integration once in the wildlife population,
PWRC uses effective and state of the art
rehabilitation techniques, such as integrative
medical therapies, including both
conventional and homeopathic medications,
as well as attention to environmental
enrichment techniques. The PWRC also takes
an active role in public education regarding
wildlife issues as well as research activities
including tracking released animals and
documenting the success of natural treatments
to assist other wildlife rehabilitation
organizations.
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SharedMinistry Team
LaurieMarcella

Membership
Micheline Girourard, Dylan Fĳil, Marjorie
Doyle, Esmet Elhami, Laurie Marcella, Rev.
Meghann Robern.

Mandate
The mandate of the Shared Ministry Team is
to strengthen the quality of congregation’s
ministry.

Ministry is what the congregation does to
fulfill its mission. In order to do this, the
SMT counsels with the minister regarding the
effectiveness of ministry, engages in regular
assessment of all aspects of ministry, makes
recommendations to enhance ministry based
on assessment, and is prepared to deal with
issues, complaints, concerns, and suggestions
that affect ministry. It does so through honest
and pertinent feedback and recommendation.
It is accountable to the congregation, but has
no authority except to recommend.

Activities
The Shared Ministry Team was fully
operational by November 2020 when three
new members joined.

From July until November, with only 2
members plus Rev. Meghann, we unable to to
properly fulfill its mandate. Having a team of
4-5 members had been recommended by
previous SMT team members and fortunately
we now have a full team compliment.

In November, the Board of Directors set two
priorities for this year:

► to complete a Renewal of Fellowship
Evaluation for Rev. Meghann and

► to assist in preparing for Rev. Meghann's
upcoming Sabbatical.

We remain committed to completing these
tasks but their completion will be delayed due
to a more urgent matter.

There has been a concern raised by a letter to
the Board of Directors. SMT has been asked
to gather information and resources in order
to make recommendations to the Board. We
have started this process and we will continue
to deal with this matter until it is completed.
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Social Justice Team
Lara Hunter

“Individually we are one Drop. Together, we
are an Ocean.”

Ryunosuke Akutagawa

Purpose
The purpose of the Social Justice Team is to
celebrate and affirm the Unitarian
Universalist seven principles by fostering
awareness, education, conversation, support,
inspiration and action for social justice type
issues. The Social Justice Team meetings
occur on a monthly basis and are open to all.
The number of attendees at a Social Justice
Team meeting varies from 3 to 13, with five
as an average. The current Social Justice
Team has been meeting since September
2016.

Focus Areas, Activities and
Responsibilities
The Social Justice Team’s scope is large and
focus areas include, but are not limited to
social justice issues of hunger, poverty, drug
addiction, mental health, electoral reform,
disability advocacy, environment, water
justice, and reconciliation with indigenous
peoples. The Social Justice Team:

► Is responsible for the Share the Plate
program and a subgroup of the Social
Justice Team forms the Share The Plate
Working Group. The Share the Plate
Working Group gives updates to the
Social Justice Team. See separate report
for Share the Plate program prepared by
coordinator Lara Hunter.

► Is responsible for registering and paying
fee for church participation in the
Winnipeg Pride Parade and providing the
UU Parade Marshall and bringing and
maintaining church banners.

► The group will have coordinated and led
two Social Justice Team services: one on
Oct. 25, 2020 and the other on May 30,
2021. The speaker for Oct. 25 was Molly
McCracken and she gave a talk titled,
“Leading Change in a Polarized World.”
On May 30 Lara Rae will give a talk
titled, “Free to be me.”

► This year the group worked on a few
projects including working with the Green
Sanctuary Team to install three garden
boxes in the backyard of the church. The
group, along with the Accessibility Team,
also collaborated in a multifaith candle-lit
vigil which was held at the constituency
offices of Winnipeg MPs in support of a
Guaranteed Liveable Income.

► Following on the heels of the Black Lives
Matter rallies this summer, the Social
Justice Team led a congregational
discussion on a Winnipeg document
entitled “Community Based
Organizations Call For Police
Accountability and the Reallocation of
Resources”, concluding with an official
public endorsement of the document.
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Continued and Future Initiatives
►Enlarging the Social Justice Team

presence on the UU website

►Maintain the Social Justice Calendar,
accessible through the UU website, which
highlights opportunities for engagement
in social justice issues such as events,
educational opportunities, discussions,
and rallies.

► Social Justice table, wall or area in the
church to communicate and raise the
profile of social justice issues and
initiatives in accordance with living our
seven principles

► Engaging in types of reconciliation such
as Bear Clan Patrol walks.

► Involvement in the Green Sanctuary
project, in concert with the Green Action
Committee and wider church community.

Membership
Thanks to those who worked with our team
this year: Adina Lyon, Brent Kroeker, Cate
Ziegler, Heather Emberley, Kitana Degen,
Lara Hunter, Lynn Clark, Marg Friesen,
Marlene Schellenberg, Paula Keirstead, and
Shar Lynn.

►
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Our NewChurchMission Statement
The Board of Directors

Your Board has approved a new Mission
Statement for First Unitarian Universalist
Church of Winnipeg to be presented to the
congregation on June 6, 2021 for adoption
and affirmation.

We are a diverse and caring community that is loving, inclusive, responsible,
and encouraging.

We are a learning community open to evidence and varied insights that
encourages reflection and exploration. We use what we learn to strengthen our
relationships and our capacity.

We are a socially engaged community that works collaboratively,
compassionately and urgently for a just society and for our life-sustaining planet.

We are Caring, Learning and Socially Engaged.

This baby is nine months in the making since
our all-congregation workshops last
September. An important companion to the
mission statement is What you told us – with
quotes, which thematically organizes
paraphrase and quotes from the September
consultations. This document is rich in detail
and insights for mission implementation
(https://uuwinnipeg.mb.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2020/11/What-you-told-us-with-
quotes.pdf).

This very richness presented a major
challenge and several alternative mission
versions. To narrow the field, we called on
Rev. Linda Thomson once more to facilitate a
final workshop in March of former
participants to review and evaluate the
options that had been prepared to date. Linda
took the concerns she heard from that
workshop and formulated the version above
that we are proposing to the congregation.
Her version was vetted by workshop
participants, with some discussion, and
passed the test of consensus approval.

To reach consensus, we reminded ourselves
that it was impossible to capture every nuance
and priority within a mission statement
without losing impact through an excess of
adjectives. But that content need not be lost.
The Nested Bowls graphic at the end shows
that the mission occupies a key but limited
place in the values and goals that guide us.
We still have all our principles, aspirations,
and covenant of right relations as our values;
they haven't been jettisoned! We still let the
public know all that we do through our web
site. And we have more work yet to do in
formulating further ends or goals for our
congregation, aided by What you told us.
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Thanks
We owe Linda deep gratitude for making this
sometimes contentious project work. She
advised the working group throughout, ably
facilitated our larger sessions in September
and March, and distilled what she heard into
the mission statement we are proposing to the
congregation. Thank you, Linda!

Thanks are also due to the Board mission/
vision working group, which shepherded the
process: Lauren Bailey, Heather Emberley,
Bonnie Thiessen, Cate Ziegler and Peter
Miller; to the March focus group participants:
Steve Lennon, Carolyn Hill-Carroll, Esther
Kathryn Klassen, Carolyn Garlich, Paula
Keirstead, Marlene Schellenberg, Jo’Anne
Kelly, Janine Reid, Lauren Bailey, Heather
Emberley, and Peter Miller; and to the many
participants in our September workshops and
committee focus groups. Thank you all!

Roles
What roles does the mission statement play?

► It calls the attention of the public and
ourselves to who we are and what we do.

► It has a role in strategic planning by
grounding the ends and goals that we
create and try to achieve.

► It can guide our governance by being
reflected in committee and board
mandates and by reviewing our
governance structures and processes to
make sure they support our mission
effectively.

► Likewise, it can guide role expectations,
job descriptions and accountability by
asking how staff and volunteers
contribute to the achievement of our
mission.

► It can support our stewardship campaigns
by clarifying the mission that folks are
asked to support.

What Is Next?
An immediate priority is to initiate planning
to recover from our dire financial
circumstances and identify strategic goals to
make our mission live. How can we live into
our new mission in financially viable ways?
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Treasurer’s Report
PeterMiller

Overview July 2020 to April 2021
We have kept afloat by drastic cuts in
expenses from last year, made possibly by our
incredible volunteers.

Operating Revenues and Expenses
Compared with April 30 of last year, our
operating revenues are $39K lower due to
Covid impacts on fundraising and rentals.
BUT our operating expenses are even more
reduced, $91K lower, because we cut
programming to the bone, have volunteer
substitutes for Pamela’s position, reduced
caretaker hours, and let go the rentals
coordinator and life-span development
assistant.

Net Operating Income
Thanks primarily to the serious cut in
expenses this year, our operating income
continues to be $38K higher than our
operating expenses.

Other Fund Revenues
Where we really are ahead of last year,
though, is in special contributions received.
These include higher capital campaign
contributions, refugee funds, and Ruth
Pearce’s special gift. Altogether, Other Fund
Revenues are $93.5K higher this year than
last, of which $80K is due to Ruth Pearce.

Capital Needs Assessment
I have gathered submissions on capital
projects from cosmetic, to access-enabling, to
potential emergency (e.g., furnace
replacement for sanctuary). Current priorities:
tech upgrade to enable hybrid services upon
reopening + elevator as per previous
prioritization.

Current Capital Position
►We have $48,125 in the Capital Campaign

account.

► Fixed mortgage = $361,769 (@ 3.64%)

►Variable mortgage = $181,000 (@ prime
+ 0.5% = currently 2.95%)
Note: Prime @ 2.45% is lowest in a
decade. Highest was 3.95%, Oct. 30, 2018
to March 10, 2020.

►Variable mortgage pre-approved for
increase to $210,000.

► BUT we need a strategic recovery plan
before making new major capital
investments.
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Pledging update
As of May 14 2021...

► 107 returning pledgers pledged $178,109
for next year, which is $35,107 less than
they pledged for this year.

► 3 new pledgers pledged $2,220.

► 30 who pledged $40,728 in the current
year had not yet pledged for next year.

► If we optimistically assume those 30 will
continue in the same amount, expected
pledges will total $221,057.

► In 2018-2019, the last fiscal year without
covid, pledge donations exceeded pledges
by 7.9%. Using a factor of 7.5%, we
project pledge donation income of
$221,057 X 1.075 or approximately
$238,000 for next year. REMINDER: this
calculation is based on partial information
and assumptions. Actual donations next
year could be lower or higher.

► Note that this is $23,000 less than the
$261,000 in this year’s budget for pledge
donations. Our financial position is
unsustainable. We cannot afford to
maintain our church, our payroll, and our
programs at current funding levels. We
must find ways to dig ourselves out
beginning NOW.

2021-2022 Budget Proposal
►Created by Janet Toews with help from

the Treasurer in consultation with the
Finance Committee and Admin Team.

► Includes the pledge donation projection of
$238,000 and runs a deficit of $55,000.
This size deficit is only possible one time
because of a very generous unfettered
donation of $70,000 from Ruth Pearce,
which I had hoped to be able to allocate to
new initiatives as we roll out our new
mission and reinvent ourselves.

► Because we had already cut programs to
the bone in the current year and we need
to keep the lights on and pay $41,000/year
on our two mortgages, the only remaining
room to manoeuvre is in payroll.

► Our budget makes no cuts to professional
staff: Rev. Meghann, Andrea, and P.J. One
option to reduce the deficit would be to
reduce hours of professional staff. Last
year, Andrea prepared a spreadsheet on
tasks that would be eliminated at various
levels of cuts. We have not recommended
that, but we need to ensure that staff are
part of our recovery program.

► In consultation with the administrative
team, we cut the new administrator
position in half. Our volunteers are
willing to carry on, but they insist that we
budget no less than 50% of the full-time
administrator position with a delayed
start. We also cut the caretaker position
back to pre-covid hours, foregoing the
proposed increase beyond that.

► The Program Contingency Fund budget
line (last page) has been unfunded up to
now. We have allocated $2500 to address
emergent needs, which are more likely to
appear in a bare bones budget.
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Recommendations
►Review and adopt the proposed budget.

► Immediately establish a tech upgrade
advisory group to consult with tech users,
research upgrade needs, options and costs,
and make recommendations to the Board
so that we are equipped to reopen with
hybrid services.

► Immediately establish a strategic recovery
plan working group for our church with a
mandate to find ways to advance our new
mission that are financially viable.

► In the course of the year, renew a capital
projects working group, perhaps under the
auspices of a renewed BUCUP, to
investigate, consult on, prioritize and
manage potential capital projects.
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Proposed Budget 2021-2022

Proposed budget May 16, 2021

Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

REVENUE
Pledge Donations 267701 261000 238000 As of May15 2021

Open Plate Donations 10828 4000 5400
Miscellaneous Donations 20960 5000 2400
Endowment Fund Rev 2673 3200 2710
Miscellaneous Income 6904 320 5340
Interest Income 285 1000 470
Sunday Service Coffee Receipts 719 0 1000
Fundraising Committee Profit 6,135 2,000 3,500 link to Fundrais tab

Lay Chaplancy revenue 850 0 1200
125 Committee Net Revenue 0 0 0
Committee Events Net Revenue 0 0
Building Rentals Net Revenue 38,674 11,200 19,700 link to Fundrais tab
Adult Programming Fees 58 0 0
Marg Benedictson Mem. Rev 2948 2000 2500
Operating REVENUE 358,735 289,720 282,220
EXPENSES
Monthly Mortgage & Loans 31,275 45,600 41,000 link to mort/prop

Payroll 188,083 168,804 172,532 link to admin/payroll

Administration 28,250 17,625 18,700 link to admin/payroll

Property Expense 45,876 36,875 50,174 link to mort/prop
Programs Expense 32,051 13,095 26,320 link to programs

CUC & UUA Fees 21,450 17,950 21,450 link to other

Board 1,009 350 2,650 link to other

Minister's Discretionary Fund Exp 0 0 1680 formula

Share the Plate 5,156 2,000 2,700 formula

Ministers moving, search, legal costs 0 0 0
Operating EXPENSES 353,150 302,299 337,206
Net Operating Income 5,585 -12,579 -54,986 

First UU Church of Winnipeg

1
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Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Professional Fees 0 0
Accountant's Fee 3964 4000 4500 Corp fees included
Bookkeeper 8540.8 0 0 included in Office Adminstr

Office Supplies 1420.78 1300 1455 Took 5 years of actual and
Postage 851.44 850 790 added 3%
Photocopier 2634.49 3300 2935
BankCharges 1220 1000 800
Licenses 105.25 170 140
Misc Expenses 1697.96 150 1790
Software/Maitenance 2895.66 1800 1650
WebsiteMaintenance 4920 5055 4640
TOTAL 28,250 17,625 18,700

PAYROLL Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Minister's Salary 78,167 81,000.00 81,972.00 as per Chief of Staff
DLFDSalary 33,149 36,919.00 37,362.00 as per Chief of Staff
LFDA 8,184 - -
OfficeAdministrator 33,147 17,235.00 19,000.00 as per admin team
Subtotal Salaries/Wages 152,647 135,154.00 138,334.00
Minister Benefits -Pension 7,817 8,100.00 8,197.00 as per Chief of Staff
Minister Prof.Dev. 8,985 8,100.00 8,197.00 as per Chief of Staff
MinisterMileage - - -
DLFDProf. Dev. 3,910 3,691.00 3,736.20 as per Chief of Staff
DLFDASSPro Dev 354 - -
DLFDMileage - - -
OfficeAdministratorProf. Dev. - - 200.00 mbrship/inuuadmins
Workers Compensation 707 750.00 737.00 info fromAnne
OtherBenefits 3,321 3,600 3,500 med plan/Larry
Subtotal Employee Benefits 25,093 24,241 24,567
CPP 6,653.46 6,017.50 6,159.09 (3) in payroll
EI 3,688.94 3,391.64 3,471.44 (3) in payroll
Subtotal Employer Share 10,342 9,409 9,631
TOTALPAYROLLEXPENSE 188,083 168,804 172,532

ADMINISTRATION
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Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

MortgageInterest & Principal 26,675 41,246 41,000 used this year's actual
Member loanrepayment 4,000 - - per month
Member LoanInterest 600 0 0
Loan to cover outstandingpledges 4,354 -
Total 31,275 45,600 41,000

Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 used 19-20actual

Telephone 1786.85 1560 1840.61 =3% over 2 years
Internet 1660.23 1095 1710.04 1.03
Electricity 3999.44 3000 4119.42 1.03
NaturalGas 5632.6 4000 5801.58 1.03
Sewer& Water 1289.46 1500 1328.14 1.03
Security 845.75 500 871.12 1.03
Caretaking 11762 6200 12000.00 2019-20

YardMaintainance 1759.09 1000 2011.86 1.03
PropertiesMaintainance 2100.7 3000 5000.00 1.03
Supplies 1263.89 1000 1301.81 1.03
Property Appraisal 0 0 0.00
Insurance 12259 13000 12626.77 1.03
Street Renewal Levy 817.5 820 842.03 1.03
BUCUP 0 200 0.00
House&Furnishings 699.85 0 720.85 1.03

TOTAL 45,876 36,875 50,174

MORTGAGE

PROPERTIES

3
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Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

REVENUE
Gift Shop 2323 1400 as per submited budget
Service Sales 140 2000 500 as per submited budget
YardSale 5579 2600 as per submited budget
Events & Concessions 567 0
RevenueSubtotal 8,609 2,000 4,500
EXPENSE
Gift Shop 955 0 900 as per submited budget
Service Sale 475 0 0
YardSale 547 0 100 as per submited budget
Events & Concessions 497 0 0
ExpenseSubtotal 2,474 0 1,000
PROFIT 6,135 2,000 3,500

Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-20222021

TOTALREVENUE 57578 11200 26000 per Liz
Event Caretaking 0

Event Supervision/Church 0 5000 per Liz
Event Supervision/Rentals 18904 0
R&R ContingencyFund 0 1300 5% of line 19

TOTALEXPENSE 18,904 0 6,300
NET 38,674 11,200 19,700

Revenue
Expenses
TOTAL

Approved Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Revenue 0 0 0
Expenses 0 0 0
PROFIT 0 0 0

FUNDRAISINGCOMMITTEE

BUILDING RENTALREV/EXP

125COMMITTEE

OTHERCOMMITTEE EVENTS

4
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Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Worship
SundayServices 2134.3 2000 2000 as per submitted budget
SundayService Coffee 717.69 1100 * 3 yrs of expenses/3
Music Director -10mths 7090 5000 7175.08 added 1.012
MusicDirectorPD 0 200UU Musician's Assoc.
Accompanist -9mths 3195 3142 3135 * mbrshp
Accompanists -Casual 3150 3370 *

ChoirMusic 76.36 275 * PJ wants to buymusic
Minister's Sabbatical (Jan 1-April30) 0 0 0

Life SpanFaithDevelopment
YRUU/YouthAdvisorSupport 1111 0 0 as per submitted budget
LeadershipScholarship 0 0
REsupplies/LifespanFaith Dev. 5456 500 2100 as per submitted budget
REOWL andAdult 1412.71 0 0 as per submitted budget
ChildCare 4016.2 0 3821 as per submitted budget
Theme-basedMinistry 800 800 500 as per submitted budget
AdultProgramming 228.38 0 400 as per submitted budget

Committees
LayChaplaincy 475 0 475 as per submitted budget
LayChaplaincy -Training 0 0 0
LayChaplancyOutreach 0 0 0
Stewardship Campaign 289.17 200 150 as per submitted budget
Archives 0 0 200 as per submitted budget
Communicator 399.93 200 0 as per submitted budget
LibraryCommittee 0 0 0
Communications 0 0 50 as per submitted budget
Membership/Connect& Engage 0 0 500 as per submitted budget
PastoralCare 525.69 500 200 as per submitted budget
Welcoming Congregation 0 0 0
Endowment Trustee Com. 0 50 50 as per submitted budget
GreenAction 447.85 284 200 as per submitted budget
Public Relations 0 0 0
Publicity 0 0 0
GlobalOutreach 0 0 0
SharedMinistry 0 0 0
Social JusticeTeam 526.01 219 219 as per submitted budget
Hybrid items/returning tochurch
AIM 0 200 200 as per submitted budget
TOTALPrograms 32,051 13,095 26,320

PROGRAMS
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Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

CUCFees 21050 17550 21050 as per
UUAMemberFees 400 400 400 treasurer

TOTAL 21,450 17,950 21,450

Actual Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Staff Appreciation -lunch+gifts 209 350 150 as per

Congregational PD 0 0 0 submitted bdgt
Hospitality 720 0 0

HolidayMessage 0 0 0
Retreats 80 0 0
BoardPD 0 0 0

VisionMission 0 0 0
ProgramContingencyFund 0 0 2500 as per

TOTAL 1,009 350 2,650 treasurer

Approved Approved Proposed
2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

Property Development 0 0 0
TOTAL 0 0 0

FEES

BOARDOFDIRECTORS

PROPERTYDEVELOPMENT
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Page 1
First Unitarian Universalist Church of Winnipeg Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Actual
01/07/2020 to
30/04/2021

Actual
01/07/2019 to
30/04/2020 Difference

REVENUE

OPERATING REVENUES
Pledge Donations 223,447.49 217,846.13 5,601.36
Open Plate Donations 4,912.00 8,407.98 -3,495.98
Miscellaneous Donations 1,813.98 7,195.66 -5,381.68
Minister's Discretnry Fnd Donati... 1,264.41 1,232.40 32.01
Income from Endowment Fund 0.00 2,673.12 -2,673.12
Lay Chaplaincy Revenue 900.00 850.00 50.00
Miscellaneous Income 2,124.22 1,158.43 965.79
Interest - operating savings 432.96 262.42 170.54
Sunday Service Coffee Receipts 0.00 719.57 -719.57
Harvest Income 731.22 0.00 731.22

SUBTOTAL: INCOME 235,626.28 240,345.71 -4,719.43
Fundraiser Events Income 20.00 567.50 -547.50
Gift Shop Income 665.00 2,323.00 -1,658.00
Services Sale Income 0.00 140.00 -140.00
Yard Sale Income 1,181.00 5,578.85 -4,397.85

SUBTOTAL: FUNDRAISING CO... 1,866.00 8,609.35 -6,743.35
Building Rentals-Celebration Pa... 0.00 1,700.00 -1,700.00
Building Rentals Other 16,828.75 18,807.50 -1,978.75
Building Rentals- Memorial Serv... 8,700.00 26,970.00 -18,270.00
Building Rentals-Wedding 950.00 805.00 145.00
Building Rentals-Rainbow Choir 130.00 960.00 -830.00
Building Rentals-Margaret's Choir 0.00 4,860.00 -4,860.00

SUBTOTAL: BUILDING RENTALS 26,608.75 54,102.50 -27,493.75
Adult Programming 0.00 57.50 -57.50

SUBTOTAL: ADULT PROGRAMS 0.00 57.50 -57.50

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 264,101.03 303,115.06 -39,014.03

OTHER FUND REVENUES
Capital Campaign Donations 60,007.00 44,065.00 15,942.00
Memorial Garden Donations 100.00 489.15 -389.15
LFD Fundraising 0.00 2,012.10 -2,012.10
Interest from Non-operat'g Svgs... 562.09 2,175.05 -1,612.96
Endowment Income 3,234.00 0.00 3,234.00
Endowment Fund Donations 2,060.00 16,926.30 -14,866.30
Crosstown Civic CU Rebate 1,881.00 0.00 1,881.00
Refuge Revenue/Donations 31,464.03 9,058.00 22,406.03
Bequests 70,000.00 1,000.00 69,000.00

SUBTOTAL: OTHER FUND REV... 169,308.12 75,725.60 93,582.52

TOTAL OTHER FUND REVENU... 169,308.12 75,725.60 93,582.52

TOTAL REVENUE 433,409.15 378,840.66 54,568.49

EXPENSE

OPERATING EXPENSES
Wages & Salaries 104,813.65 136,616.82 -31,803.17
Minister's Professional Develop... 6,062.76 8,510.97 -2,448.21
Minister's Discretionary Fund 1,264.41 300.13 964.28
New Minister's Legal & Immigr ... 2,402.94 50.00 2,352.94
LFD Director Prof'l Dev 2,123.18 3,910.23 -1,787.05
LFDA Prof'l Dev 0.00 55.00 -55.00
Employee Benefits 2,459.45 2,980.70 -521.25
CPP - employer share 3,965.97 5,495.08 -1,529.11
EI - employer share 1,775.70 3,071.68 -1,295.98
WCB Workers Compensation B... 512.50 421.80 90.70

SUBTOTAL: PAYROLL EXPENSE 125,380.56 161,412.41 -36,031.85
Professional Fees 40.00 3,963.90 -3,923.90
Accountant Fees 4,117.20 0.00 4,117.20
BookKeeping Fees 0.00 7,883.80 -7,883.80
Office Supplies 897.00 1,302.80 -405.80

Comparative Income Statement YTD 2021
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Page 2
First Unitarian Universalist Church ofWinnipeg Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Actual
01/07/2020 to
30/04/2021

Actual
01/07/2019 to
30/04/2020 Difference

Postage 437.11 662.64 -225.53
Photocopier 1,762.02 2,059.26 -297.24
Software -Maintenance Fees 483.98 1,467.13 -983.15
Bank Charges 650.10 634.16 15.94
Credit Card Charge 0.00 4.84 -4.84
Telpay Fees 313.50 408.06 -94.56
Canada Helps 4% Fees 325.99 0.00 325.99
Miscellaneous Expense 100.00 1,694.96 -1,594.96
Licenses 0.00 105.25 -105.25
The Winnipeg Foundation 0.00 1,000.00 -1,000.00
SUBTOTAL: ADMINISTRATION ... 9,126.90 21,186.80 -12,059.90
Mortgage Interest 14,936.08 10,976.85 3,959.23
Mortgage Principal 18,063.92 9,301.15 8,762.77
MortgageFees 0.00 30.00 -30.00
SUBTOTAL: MORTGAGE 33,000.00 20,308.00 12,692.00
Telephone 830.31 1,544.94 -714.63
Internet 656.50 1,528.93 -872.43
Electricity 1,750.52 3,265.22 -1,514.70
Natural Gas 4,130.30 4,717.70 -587.40
Sewer &Water 358.01 986.36 -628.35
Security 279.22 566.95 -287.73
Caretaking 5,292.01 9,920.60 -4,628.59
Yard Maintenance 2,345.53 1,723.00 622.53
Properties Maintenance 788.47 1,960.75 -1,172.28
Supplies 310.94 1,263.89 -952.95
Insurance 12,846.00 13,074.33 -228.33
SUBTOTAL PROPERTIES EXP... 29,587.81 40,552.67 -10,964.86
House & Furnishings 0.00 699.85 -699.85
Sunday Service Coffee Expense 0.00 717.69 -717.69
Stewardship Campaign 0.00 289.17 -289.17
Sunday Services 0.00 1,434.30 -1,434.30
Pastoral Care 402.87 499.69 -96.82
Lay Chaplaincy 545.00 475.00 70.00
Green Action 50.00 200.00 -150.00
Share-the-Plate 2,456.00 3,945.60 -1,489.60
Youth Advisor Support 0.00 1,110.53 -1,110.53
Owl Program Expense 0.00 797.33 -797.33
LFD Expense 477.00 4,782.18 -4,305.18
Childcare 0.00 4,016.20 -4,016.20
Music Director 5,672.00 6,381.00 -709.00
Accompanist 2,760.00 2,850.00 -90.00
Choir Music 0.00 76.36 -76.36
Accompanist -Casual 0.00 3,150.00 -3,150.00
AIM Committee 200.00 0.00 200.00
Publicity 82.35 0.00 82.35
Communicator 0.00 399.93 -399.93
Social J ustice Team 0.00 150.00 -150.00
Website Maintenance 4,100.00 4,100.00 0.00
Other Charities 0.00 0.00 0.00
Harvest Expense 731.22 0.00 731.22
SUBTOTAL: PROGRAM EXPEN... 17,476.44 36,074.83 -18,598.39
Events Fundraising Expense 0.00 497.00 -497.00
Gift Shop Expense 589.50 955.34 -365.84
Services Sale Expense 0.00 900.00 -900.00
Yard Sale Fundraising 0.00 547.18 -547.18
SUBTOTAL: FUNDRAISING CO... 589.50 2,899.52 -2,310.02
Rentals-Supervision 3,370.38 18,707.67 -15,337.29
SUBTOTAL: RENTALS EXPEN... 3,370.38 18,707.67 -15,337.29
Adult Programming 0.00 228.38 -228.38
Board of Directors 0.00 1,009.86 -1,009.86
Summer Camp 0.00 357.68 -357.68
CUC Fees 12,028.35 19,295.87 -7,267.52
UUA MemberFees 400.00 400.00 0.00
SUBTOTAL: OTHER EXPENSES 12,428.35 21,291.79 -8,863.44
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Page 3
First Unitarian Universalist Church ofWinnipeg Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Actual
01/07/2020 to
30/04/2021

Actual
01/07/2019 to
30/04/2020 Difference

TOTALOPERATING EXPENSE 230,959.94 322,433.69 -91,473.75

OTHER FUNDEXPENSES
LFD Fundraising 0.00 1,650.87 -1,650.87
Refuge Expenses 699.28 0.00 699.28
SUBTOTAL: OTHER FUND EXP... 699.28 1,650.87 -951.59

TOTALOTHER FUND EXPENS... 699.28 1,650.87 -951.59

TOTALEXPENSE 231,659.22 324,084.56 -92,425.34

NET INCOME 201,749.93 54,756.10 146,993.83


